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Preface
Physicist John Archibald Wheeler once wrote that “it is not necessary to
understand every point about the quantum principle in order to understand something
about it.”1 With great appreciation of this spirit, I present the history of the anthropic
principle. Few humans—whether scientist, philosopher, or historian—would dare
admit they understand the astute complexity of life and its place in the universe, but
nonetheless careers have been made and lost on these very arguments. Though I lack
the skills in mathematics and physical science to participate in the current debate on
the anthropic principle, I possess ample historical skills to comment on its
development.
The danger in addressing an ongoing issue lies in the confusion of analysis
and argumentation. I will neither glorify nor assault the anthropic principle. The role
of the historian is to present arguments both elegant and dross, to illuminate the
means by which the world works while not defeating the very subject at hand. I do
not wish to be involved in the debate over the anthropic principle, but rather to
analyze and comment on its development.
This paper has been a labor of love, in more ways than one. Since walking
into Matt Stanley’s office on March 4, 2006 and choosing this topic over all others,
the paper and my life have changed beyond my wildest imaginations. Over the past
year I have lived in six different places, seen my family through illness and
1

John Archibald Wheeler, “Observer Created Reality,” The Tests of Time: Readings in the
Development of Physical Theory, eds. Lisa Dolling, Arthur Gianelli, Glenn Statile, (Princeton:
Princeton University Press, 2003), 492.
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unemployment, and had my girlfriend become a best friend. As this all happened, the
thesis changed from a simple catalog of historical events into three unique historical
claims, something I never foresaw a year ago. A year later, almost to the day, I am
happy to say the thesis, and I, survived.
I would like to acknowledge many people for their help in producing this
paper. To all the coffee shops I sat in for hours and bought only a small soda: I
apologize. Your internet was much appreciated. To my advising professors and
colleagues I send my thanks for a helpful and patient ear. Matt Stanley, in particular,
deserves many thanks for reading and commenting on numerous drafts. To Meghan I
credit all my smiles—the best gift she ever gave me. To my dad I give infinite
gratitude for all his hard work; if it wasn’t for his lessons I would still be making
minimum wage at the bookstore. And no words represent my gratitude to my mother.
She taught me love is just too valuable to feel for even a second without it. Her
courage is my courage.
And to those debating the anthropic principle—may you one day find an
answer. If it really is the accidental universe, then the writing of this paper is just a
cosmic coincidence.

1

Introduction
Coined in 1973 by theoretical physicist Brandon Carter, the anthropic
principle argues, to varying degrees, that life and the universe are intimately
connected. Generally limited to the field of cosmology, to this day it remains a
tantalizing yet extremely controversial subject. Much of the scientific debate
surrounds the principle’s explanatory power—can humans use their own existence to
recognize limits on the physical laws of the cosmos? Despite having supporters that
count as ‘super-stars’ of cosmology—Stephen Hawking, Martin Rees, Paul Davies,
among others—the anthropic principle may be the scientific tenet least understood by
historians. In fact, no historian has given significant coverage to the principle’s
development or dissemination. The treatment provided by philosophers and scientists
is admittedly excellent, but tends to gravitate toward the principle’s validity, and
neglects the very interesting discussion of the scientific milieu into which the
anthropic principle was born. This thesis argues the anthropic principle is a product of
twentieth century science and scientists, the result of cosmologists trying to
understand the place and role of humankind in the cosmos.
The fashionable account of the anthropic principle, told in so many popular
science books, goes like this: the universe is big. Very big. And old. In fact, the
universe is so big and old that its basic elements of quarks and photons had enough
time to coalesce into mostly hydrogen and some helium and then into billions of stars
collected into billions of galaxies. After a few million years these first stars died by
means of a massive explosion known as a supernova, and cast off the products of its
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stellar furnace, complex elements like carbon and iron. New stars formed from this
cosmic flotsam and congregated into new galaxies. After thirteen billion years, at
least one star in this vast, practically empty space found itself the owner of a planet
teeming with life. Among this life was a group of men and women who called
themselves astronomers, curious folks who watched the stars and asked how they
arrived on this small planet. Eventually some of them questioned if their own
existence could reveal any fundamental rules about the universe they called home.
Some astronomers said the existence of humans could help in understanding some
very complex laws of the universe, while others explored the possibility that every
vast stretch of the cosmos and every burning star conspired to produce life on exactly
one planet: the earth. Despite the different intentions and explanations and even
disagreements on whether there was a designer of the universe or a great cosmic
contingency, when they spoke of their ideas they called it the anthropic principle.
Hopefully it is clear that the ambiguity of the term ‘anthropic principle’ needs
to be addressed first. Scientists supporting the anthropic principle tend to pick a
favorite flavor while retaining the original trope, resulting in over thirty different
definitions.2 Not only does this endanger an historical account through imprecise
terms, it leaves the reader fearing that the anthropic principle is really a sort of
scientific street slang! By the 1980s, Carter lamented his misnomer and admitted he
should have instead used self-selection principle, for it referenced not humans but

2

Nick Bostrom, Anthropic Bias: Observation Selection Effects in Science and Philosophy (New
York: Routledge, 2002), 6.
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intelligent life in general.3 The ‘anthropic principle’ label persists today for many
reasons, chief among them popular familiarity. Before declaring this paper’s
definition of the anthropic principle, it would do well to familiarize the reader with its
structural components and then explain its more popular versions.
The anthropic principle is an instance of an ‘observation selection effect.’4
This is a recent philosophical categorization largely absent from the initial
publications, but it aids in understanding the historical development. To begin, a
selection effect is a distorted interpretation of statistical analysis stemming from the
methodology of collecting data, perhaps best illustrated in a famous fishing story by
the astronomer Arthur Eddington. If the fisherman, upon reeling in his net, realizes he
has collected no fish less than two inches long, is it safe to say there are no tiny fish in
the lake? Well, not if the net is made of three-inch wide gaps—smaller fish would
swim right through and never be collected. In the case of the anthropic principle, the
selection effect is that humankind is the only known intelligent life form, so any
anthropic arguments need to at least satisfy the existence of humans. That assertion is
grounds for some of the most heated debates surrounding the anthropic principle and
has been covered in numerous volumes elsewhere.5 An observation effect is the act of
making the measurement and as a result modifying the sample, which for the
3

Brandon Carter and W.H. McCrea, “The Anthropic Principle and its Implications for Biological
Evolution,” Philosophical Transactions of the Royal Society of London. Series A, Mathematical and
Physical Sciences 310, No. 1512, The Constants of Physics, (Dec 20, 1983), 348
4
This is covered thoroughly throughout Bostrom, Anthropic Bias.
5
Maybe the best example is John Barrow and Frank Tipler, The Anthropic Cosmological Principle,
(Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1986), where they are adamant that humanity is the only kind of life
possible in the universe. Maybe the most famous response comes from Martin Gardner, “WAP, SAP,
PAP, & FAP” The New York Review of Books 33, no. 8 (May 8, 1986): 22-25. Here, Gardner responds
to Barrow and Tipler’s denial of extraterrestrial life by recommending the CRAP—“the Completely
Ridiculous Anthropic Principle.”
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anthropic principle means that an observer reveals details of its environment.
Therefore, the observation selection effect of the anthropic principle is the impact
made on statistical data brought about by the fact that humans are making the
observation. Controversy develops when scientists explain particular properties of the
universe solely by appeal to humans.
Much of the debate surrounds what many consider to be the canonical book
on the subject: The Anthropic Cosmological Principle by John Barrow and Frank
Tipler. It is a multi-faceted text, acting both as an introduction and defense of the
anthropic principle. The authors present two hundred pages of history spanning from
ancient Greece to modern teleological movements, four different interpretations of
the principle, and propose some controversial arguments for the sustainability of life
throughout the universe. Before discussing the book’s historiographical role, I will
explain the distinction between the original anthropic principle and Barrow and
Tipler’s version. The differences between the principles are subtle but discernable,
and covered at length in chapter two of this thesis.
Brandon Carter introduced two anthropic principles in 1973: the weak and the
strong. The weak anthropic principle argued that the location in which intelligent life
resided in space and time must be compatible with its existence. As an example, he
explained humanity could not inhabit a universe filled with very hot stars or very cold
stars. This argument limited itself to explaining why humanity does not live in a
random corner of the universe at any given time, but rather at a somewhat
‘privileged’ location and time—on the earth approximately 13 billion years after the
Big Bang. The strong anthropic principle took that argument beyond location and
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claimed that the universe “must be such as to admit the creation of observers within it
at some stage.”6 Here is how Carter saw the difference between the two: 1) the weak
anthropic principle applied to the current layout of the universe—since life existed,
any proposed cosmological model must agree with that fact; 2) the strong anthropic
principle applied to the fundamental parameters at the beginning of the universe—
given that life now exists, the fundamental parameters must form a universe that will
eventually produce life. Of all statements, the strong anthropic principle was the
most misinterpreted. Carter did not mean that the universe was set-up or designed for
the purposes of creating human life; rather, he meant when scientists discussed
problems on the fundamental parameters of the universe—a common topic in
cosmology—the obvious existence of man precluded any theory which would create
an uninhabitable universe. This is explained in detail in chapter two.
Barrow and Tipler, however, interpret the anthropic principle to mean that the
universe is ‘designed’—not necessarily in the sense that it is done by an omniscient
being, but in the sense that the universe is set-up for human life. Their weak anthropic
principle requires life to be in a specific location suitable for its development, and
their strong anthropic principle states: “The Universe must have those properties
which allow life to develop within it at some stage in its history.”7 This difference in
interpretation then explains why the two realms of anthropic principles are very
different in nature. Carter’s principles are tautological, in the sense that since humans
6

Brandon Carter, “Large Number Coincidences and The Anthropic Principle in Cosmology,”
Confrontation of Cosmological Theories With Observational Data, ed. M.S. Longair (Dordrecht,
Holland: D. Reidel Publishing Co., 1974) [Symposium No. 63 (Copernicus Symposium II) Held in
Cracow, Poland, 10-12 September 1973), 294.
7

Barrow and Tipler, 21.
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exist, they must do so in a universe generally compatible with their existence. In this
case, scientists should use the existence of humans as a way to rule out cosmological
theories incongruent with the observed existence of life. Comparatively, Barrow and
Tipler’s principles are teleological, in the sense that they assume the universe to be
organized for the eventual development and subsistence of intelligent life. In this
case, scientists should expect to find the fundamental parameters of nature very ‘finetuned’ for the existence of life. This subtle difference in interpretations—the
winnowing of cosmological theories vs. fine-tuning—is almost always overlooked
and leads to the confusion of tautology vs. teleology. Chapter three of this thesis will
address the development of the gap between forms of the anthropic principle.
This difference in interpretation then places the historiographical role of
Barrow and Tipler on shaky ground. While certainly not intended to be a duplicitous
history of the anthropic principle, their history of teleology in science has very little
to do with Carter’s original development of the anthropic principle. Their account is
very much a practitioner history and lends itself to the feeling that the anthropic
principle has always been around and just needed somebody to name it. The authors
have their right to make this claim, but it paints an incomplete picture of the scientific
milieu surrounding the development of modern selection effects and the development
of the anthropic principle.
Barrow and Tipler do an excellent service in developing a linear progression
of every possible equation and observation that could possibly develop into an
anthropic explanation. No reader could digest their history without grasping the broad
context from which anthropic explanations developed. Their book is responsible for
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encapsulating the anthropic principle as a cogent idea and presenting it to a mass
audience. It is also, however, responsible for instigating the confusion of principles.
As for the first use of the anthropic principle, they bestow that honor upon physicist
Robert Dicke from 1957-1961. In this case, Dicke published several articles refuting
physicist Paul Dirac’s time-dependent gravitational theory by arguing that humans
must live in a very specific time in the universe. As far as a scientific account goes,
one could ask for no better work than Barrow and Tipler’s.
However, their history underestimates the role that the nascent field of
cosmology played in permitting non-traditional explanations to flourish. As an
environment catering to wide interests, cosmologists entertained legitimate
philosophical arguments in addition to observational evidence. By rearranging the
historical development to view cosmology as a field for growing new ideas, it is
easier to trace the trends that would develop into the anthropic principle. The history
then focuses on the growing use of ‘metascientific’ principles, arguments that make
scientific claims without observational evidence, such as Mach’s principle and the
Copernican principle.
The historian must then recognize that the development of the anthropic
principle is epiphenomenal to the development of cosmology. Its intellectual roots are
then shifted from the 1960s to the early days of cosmology in the 1920s and 1930s.
An historian should understand the corresponding influences behind Brandon Carter
and Robert Dicke, which are Arthur Eddington and Paul Dirac. Although present in
Barrow and Tipler’s history, these figures act as steps toward more fruitful
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explanations. A closer examination will reveal that anthropic-like arguments existed
in the discourse of cosmology as early as Arthur Eddington.
By refocusing on cosmology as the scientific background for the use of these
metascientific principles, the development of the anthropic principle no longer seems
like an inevitable outcome dependent to the gradual collection of data. Eddington
believed that physical laws could exist only so far as the mind could comprehend
them. This he called ‘selective subjectivism,’ in that the mind acted as the selection
effect to understanding the universe. Then as scientists proposed and debated the Big
Bang model and the Steady-State model, they disagreed over the significance of the
Copernican principle and Mach’s principle. The former asserted that no place in a
homogeneous universe was privileged in terms of location; while the latter argued
against the Newtonian absolute frame reference by saying motion was meaningless
without reference to an object’s interaction with the entire universe. These principles
made science-like explanations by asserting that the universe must be a certain way,
but until the 1950s were generally considered philosophy incompatible with
observational evidence. As the discipline of cosmology developed, it became more
receptive to utilizing these metascientific principles alongside observational evidence.
The best example would be Dicke’s 1961 article arguing that the laws of the universe
must be somewhat limited through appeal to Mach’s principle: that whatever the mass
distribution of the universe, it must be distributed so as to allow for the existence of
the physicists that observe it.8

8

Dicke, “Dirac’s Cosmology and Mach’s Principle,” 440-441.
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As an evolution of scientific discourse, then, an historical understanding of the
anthropic principle should consider it as a cosmological model in reaction to and
superceding Mach’s principle and the Copernican principle. Specifically, it rejects the
Copernican principle and presents a neo-Machian principle: in place of motion, the
anthropic principle presents human observation as meaningless without reference to
the remaining universe.9 Under this direction, historians can then understand the
principle as existing in two distinct forms: the first being Brandon Carter’s
metascientific principle, and the second being the more explanatory Barrow and
Tipler model.
It should be clarified that this paper intends to avoid the obvious temptation
for anachronism. There is an enormous allure to place the anthropic principle as
beginning at almost any moment in history, which is the path chosen by Barrow and
Tipler. Historians would do well to admit that many anthropic-like arguments existed
in the past, but that the specific lineage of the modern principle began with the new
field of cosmology in the early 1920s.
The first chapter will propose Sir Arthur Stanley Eddington as the doyen of
modern anthropic arguments through his interest in selection effects. His work from
the 1920s to the 1930s demonstrates his struggle to build a unified theory of the
universe featuring the theories of relativity and quantum mechanics. Demanding these
9

This conclusion is inspired in part by an argument from Steady-State theory taken out of context:
“Our observations of the universe depend on the interactions between the rest of the universe and
ourselves.” Here, Hermann Bondi and Thomas Gold intended to demonstrate the importance of
Mach’s principle to understanding laboratory experiments, but they were likewise speaking of
mankind and its place in time as a selection effect. Cited from Hermann Bondi and Thomas Gold, “The
Steady-State Theory of the Expanding Universe,” Monthly Notices of the Royal Astronomical Society
8, no. 5 (Oct. 8, 1948): 259.
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conflicting theories of physics agree, Eddington’s struggle to produce his grand opus
the Fundamental Theory, can be viewed as a scientist approaching a difficult problem
through non-traditional means. Vital to his argument was that the number of particles
in the universe seemed mathematically related to the elementary forces. Unique to
Eddington at the time was his insistence on a connection between the mind and the
laws of the universe—the existence of the mind permitted the laws of physics. His
reasoning is remarkably similar to the strong anthropic principle, but thirty years
before Carter’s version.
The second chapter will elucidate the development of metascientific principles
into the anthropic principle. The utilization of philosophy in cosmological models,
like the Steady-State theory, developed cosmology into a field that could discuss
gravity and homogeneity with non-mathematical models. For example, Robert Dicke
used Mach’s principle to refute Paul Dirac’s time-dependent gravity. This now
acceptable use of language and philosophy, which was almost always accompanied
with some token mathematics, would act as the background for the anthropic
principle. I will also address the realization of ‘fine-tuned’ properties of the universe.
While a staple of modern anthropic explanations, at the time they played almost no
role in the development of the anthropic principle. In regards to any evidence of
narrowly constrained fundamental parameters, in 1973 Carter preferred a
mathematical explanation if possible, but admitted that if none could be found then
anthropic principle had surprising merit.10

10

Carter, “Large Number Coincidences,” 298.
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The third and last chapter will take an entirely new approach to the anthropic
principle by focusing on the role of social networks in the development and
dissemination of the anthropic principle. Using Cambridge as a locus for the
development of the anthropic principle, I will analyze the development of the Carter
anthropic principle through his interaction with mentor Dennis Sciama and his fellow
students. Then I will address how this community propagated the anthropic principle
and the slight alterations made over time that resulted in the Barrow and Tipler
model. By addressing the plurality of anthropic principles, it is my hope that this
analysis will persuade historians and philosophers to entertain such historical
approaches, and that scientists will recognize the plurality of anthropic principles.
Furthermore, this history feigns no pretense to cover the entire history of
anthropic arguments. The focus is on the transition from Arthur Eddington’s selective
subjectivism to the metascientific principles that developed into the modern anthropic
principle. In other words, I am presenting a ‘pre-history’ of the elements that lead to
the anthropic principle. No determined effort will be made to address the most recent
forms, which often associate themselves with the technicalities of string theory. When
I speak of a generalized anthropic principle, I am not trying to promote one over
another. I will use specific terminology when addressing specific anthropic principles.
Other terms, like ‘anthropic explanations,’ are typically used to describe the preCarter and Dicke era. Such explanations might fall along the same lines as the
anthropic principle, but it would be anachronistic to associate them with terminology
that did not yet exist.
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Chapter One

The Historiography of the Anthropic Principle
The historical development of the anthropic principle presents to scholars an
elusive façade, maybe more so than any idea in the lexicon of twentieth century
scientists and philosophers. It is anathema to historians of science to constrain the
development of a scientific principle to the hands of an isolated actor; some ideas are
so prevalent throughout cultures, it would be irresponsibly reductionist to winnow the
list of actors to a select few. Traditionally, this impasse characterizes the confusion
over the historical origins of the anthropic principle: if mankind has always possessed
a burning question as to its place in the universe, how could one scientist, Brandon
Carter, be singled out as the first man to possess a scientific grasp of this information?
Viewing the anthropic principle in this fashion leads to an infinite regress and masks
the authentic modern influences. Beginning with Arthur Eddington and continuing
with the work of Paul Dirac, this chapter follows a line of thought that carried through
the early years of cosmology and would be fundamental to the inception of the
anthropic principle.
As noted, there could be two ways to go about doing this history: the first
being an analysis of every possible influence present in the twentieth century; the
second being the pursuit of a certain line of thought and tracing its path over time.
Heeding the words of mathematician Hermann Bondi, I will follow the latter path: “It
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is only when [the historian] has made his choice of what is important that he can look
at the question of causality in history. It depends on where you draw the line as to
how far you can follow any causal links.”11 This stance then implies that the
anthropic principle has not always been in existence, but instead is a very modern
explanation of the universe. The former approach—which considers relevant any
argument that includes an appeal to the existence to humans—assumes the anthropic
principle has always been in existence. It is this stance which dominates the
historiography. It is also based around one canonical text, to which I now turn.
In 1986, John Barrow and Frank Tipler published The Anthropic
Cosmological Principle. A veritable encyclopedia of science and philosophy, it
weighed in at over 700 pages and included over a thousand footnotes. As it was the
first publication to treat the anthropic principle in a greater historical context, it set
the tone by which all other accounts of the anthropic principle would be judged. The
authors admitted in the preface that they derived their vast array of eclectic
information from general public bewilderment at these novel arguments. “For this
reason,” they said, “it is important to display the anthropic principle in a historical
perspective as a modern manifestation of a certain tradition in the history of ideas that
has a long and fascinating history involving, at one time or another, many of the great
figures of human thought and speculation.”12 In other words, their underlying thesis

11

Hermann Bondi, “Is Science Human?” Physics, Logic, and History: Based on the First
International Colloquium held at the University of Denver, May 16-20, 1966, Ed. Wolfgang Yourgrau
and Allen D. Breck (New York: Plenum Press, 1970), 324.
12
Barrow and Tipler, xi.
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was that a form of the anthropic principle had been ever-present in human thought,
and their book was an effort to catalog these insights.
Just ten pages after they offered an historical background, however, Barrow
and Tipler reveled in their ahistorical approach. Suddenly they announced, “Our
primary purpose in this book is not to write history. It is to describe the modern
anthropic principle.”13 To do this, they adhered to the “shameful mark of an amateur”
historian: the practice of Whig history.14 Their reasons for doing so were four-fold: 1)
to interpret past ideas in terms that a modern scientist could understand, such as
Fichte’s absolute idealism in the language of computer science; 2) to interpret present
ideas in terms that a theologian or a philosopher could understand, so that those
lacking mathematical ability could still grasp the message; 3) the intentional passing
of judgment on past scientists to learn from their “mistakes and successes,” and
demonstrate the usefulness of teleology in science; and 4) the acceptance of recurring
themes throughout history, and their refusal “to distort history to fit the current fad of
historiography.”15 The historicity of their work, then, was markedly ‘unfashionable’
to modern historians. Put another way, they assumed the objectivity of scientific ideas
and discoveries, and because of this, the present way of understanding the universe
could be overlaid on the past.
This thesis aims to change that historical account. Barrow and Tipler reserve
their right to produce Whiggish history, but that cannot stand for modern historians of
science. Regardless of whether an idea has been present in the distant past, that fact is
13

Ibid., 10.
Ibid.
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Ibid., 10-11.
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generally subordinate to the immediate influences surrounding the production of
useful scientific tools. Take Isaac Newton and gravity for example. Certainly gravity
had been causing apples to fall from trees and keep the planets orbiting ages before
Newton, so in that way Newton cannot be said to be the ‘discoverer’ of gravity. His
contribution, however, had been a new understanding of gravity given the
contemporary discussions of action at a distance. This is analogous to the anthropic
principle. Probably since the inception of cognition, mankind has questioned its place
in the universe. This fact, however, is subordinate to the immediate scientific milieu
into which the anthropic principle was born. That is not to say the anthropic principle
arrives in an ‘eureka’ moment of discovery. Rather, there is a recognizable line of
thought connecting scientists that can be approached and understood through modern
historical methods, and this is a paper about that.
The question then becomes that if the idea is so ubiquitous, where and when
should a practical history start? Barrow and Tipler recognize this predicament almost
immediately in their defense of a Whiggish approach: “Every historian must always
select a finite part of the infinitely-detailed past to write about. This selection is
necessarily determined by the interests of the people in the present, the modern
historian if no one else.”16 The modern historian cannot be this pessimistic, though.
The anthropic principle begins in 1973 when Brandon Carter names it, defines
it, and demonstrates its explanatory power. His inspiration came from two scientists:
Robert Dicke and Hermann Bondi, who will be the focus of chapter two. The
historian should then take one step further to recognize the relevant influences behind
16
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Dicke and Bondi, namely Arthur Eddington and Paul Dirac, the subjects of this
present chapter.
At first glance, all these scientists seem awkwardly disconnected: they work in
different times, places, and in many cases their findings opposed one another. Their
connection with each other and the anthropic principle, however, was the theme of
‘large numbers,’ or the ratios of fundamental physical constants of the universe. The
mysterious convergence of large numbers around 1040 incited these scientists to
meticulously explain the universe in non-traditional ways. Their interactions, their
discourse, and their new synthesized knowledge all played a role in the formation of
the modern anthropic principle. Because the large number coincidences began with
Eddington (and also because of a particular mode of thought he possessed), he should
be considered the first causal link in the development of the anthropic principle.
With this delineation in mind, it should be clarified that this paper presents the
history of a different anthropic principle than the Barrow and Tipler history. This
paper illuminates the transition of ideas from Eddington until Carter’s 1973 proposal.
After that, the principle somehow changed meanings, and the modified teleological
version would appear in Barrow and Tipler’s account with Carter maintaining
ownership of the principle that no longer contained his words. In addressing the
historical development of the Carter anthropic principle, this paper calls for historians
of science to reanalyze the Whiggish subject matter. Perhaps the anachronistic
exchange of ideas is the best way to comprehend the anthropic principle, but this
method obfuscates a tantalizing and complex history that demonstrates the anthropic
principle to be a pragmatic explanation for perplexing scientific issues.
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Arthur Eddington and Paul Dirac are then the subjects of this first chapter.
While their lifework spanned distances across the realms of cosmology and physics, I
will now focus on their concern over the role of large numbers in the cosmos. Barrow
and Tipler follow this same focus throughout the modern history of the anthropic
principle, and state, “The Holy Grail of modern physics is to explain why these
numerical constants…have the particular numerical values that they do.”17 Their
account, however, lacks analysis of the contemporary significance of these numbers
to the scientists. Instead, they claim that, “Most of the early work of Eddington and
others on the large number coincidences has been largely forgotten. It has little point
of contact with ideas in modern physics and is now regarded as a mere curiosity in the
history of ideas.”18 My account will take a converse approach and consider the large
numbers in respect to their own timeframe, where they were considered as enticing as
they were suspicious, and very much a problem to be addressed.

Arthur Eddington: Large Numbers, Selective Subjectivism, and the
Fundamental Theory
I: Life and Times
Born to a family of Quakers in 1882, Arthur Eddington’s scientific success
brought him adventure and renown that few scientists had experienced. He was active
in clubs and academics throughout his college years at Cambridge, being the first
second-year student to take top honors on the mathematical exams and be named the
Senior Wrangler. His success earned him an invitation to be the Chief Assistant at
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Greenwich Observatory, which gave him the opportunity to study stars and travel the
world aiding other observatories. In 1913, Cambridge hired him as the Plumian
Professor of Astronomy, one of two esteemed chairs in the Astronomy Department.
His most well-known contribution to science came in 1919, when he sailed to
Príncipe, an island off the coast of West Africa. Here he led a team that took pictures
of an eclipse to test Albert Einstein’s prediction that light would bend around a
massive body like the sun. Eddington’s work verified this claim, and Einstein
received international adulation. In the next twenty years, Eddington continued his
research at the Cambridge Observatory and participated in developing early models
of the expanding universe and popularizing science.19
I now turn to one of Eddington’s biggest ‘failures:’ the Fundamental Theory.
This capstone to Eddington’s career sought to unite the early twentieth century’s two
innovative models of physics: general relativity and quantum mechanics. Relativity
reframed concepts of space—there was no absolute grid against which objects moved,
but instead objects moved in relation to each other. Then throughout the 1920s, an
international mélange of physicists tackled the equations of quantum mechanics that
undermined the supposed regularity of reality; if true, particles could only be said to
be ‘probably’ somewhere until observed. Together, relativity and quantum mechanics
were diametrical views of the universe: in relativity, nothing could move faster than
light, while in quantum mechanics, particles could interact instantaneously over,
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theoretically, unlimited distances. This conflict puzzled scientists, and inspired some
to try their hand at fashioning a unified solution.
In the late 1920s, Eddington found himself in a peculiar situation among these
theories—among scientists he was the top at his field in relativity, but young
scientists dominated the debate over quantum mechanics. Using an interpretation of
quantum mechanics developed by his student Paul Dirac, Eddington spent the next
decade trying to unite these opposed models of the universe—infusing his own
philosophy along the way—resulting in the posthumous publication of his
Fundamental Theory.20
Although seen as trite by his contemporaries, two core topics in Eddington’s
Fundamental Theory formed the groundwork from which the anthropic principle
would grow: his personal philosophy of ‘subjective selectivism,’ and his fascination
with large numbers.21 For the best comprehension, these subjects need to be separated
for now, although this forces them into a somewhat anachronistic presentation. This is
justifiable for two reasons: first, Eddington’s reasons for pursuing the large numbers
are unclear without a grasp of his selective subjectivism. Second, Eddington
presented these topics to completely different audiences—usually he reserved his
philosophy for speeches and semi-popular publication, whereas his technical
documents hid most of these insights. In a similar fashion, I will discuss the realms of
his philosophy and science in different sections. The emphasis here is not the
20
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particulars of when Eddington thought of this or that, but to provide an overall
framework of how he formulated his Fundamental Theory and show how its influence
as a mode of explaining the universe. I will therefore describe Eddington’s selective
subjectivism first, and follow-up with his technical approach to his Fundamental
Theory.

II: Selective Subjectivism
Throughout Eddington’s life, he developed an epistemology that was
reminiscent of Kant, but broadened it to the entire application of science. With
Eddington’s selective subjectivism, he proposed that the mind acted as a filter that
sorted all experience. In his words,
If we take observation as the basis of physical science, and insist that its
assertions must be verifiable by observation, we impose a selective test on the
knowledge which is admitted as physical. The selection is subjective, because
it depends on the sensory and intellectual equipment which is our means of
acquiring observational knowledge.22
As he saw it, everything filtered through the mind, and science just gave order to
those perceptions. Perhaps Eddington’s fisherman story best illustrated this view,
which I will now revisit.
After every long day of fishing, a fisherman returns home and counts the fish
from his net. Day in and day out, the fisherman never collects fish less than two
inches in length. From this observational experience, can the fisherman rightly say
there are no tiny fish in the lake? Eddington says no: if the fisherman’s net is
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composed of two-inch gaps, then all the small fish will swim right through. The
fisherman’s estimate of the fish population is limited by his measuring apparatus—
the net.23
Eddington’s selective subjectivism then expands this analogy to the mind and
the universe. All observations and sensations are data processed by the mind. The
mind then acts as the selector; it can only perceive so much. What the mind can
comprehend—that is, what observations it can process and put into order—is then
turned into ‘science.’ Perceived reality is then just what the human mind can make of
it. The reality of atoms and electrons can be determined experimentally, but unseen
objects like these evince a world that is unperceived to the human mind. Yet these
microscopic elements form a universe which is very comprehensible to humans.
Therefore, there are fundamental requirements that the unperceived realm must meet
for the human mind to comprehend the perceptible realm. Without the human mind,
then, cosmic laws would have never existed. This line of thought places humanity at
the center of the cosmological debate, and has much in common with the later strong
anthropic principle—instead of saying the universe must be set up for the existence of
humanity, it says that cosmic laws must be comprehensible. In the discussion of large
numbers, it will be shown how Eddington took this belief that the universe must be
comprehensible to show a particular large number as being fundamental. Before
going there, however, an important qualification must be made to the selective
subjectivism discussion.
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Since Eddington was a pious Quaker, it might be argued that he sought a
holistic and scientific view of design. While he did admit the existence of a Creator
and the role of his hand in shaping the universe, mankind had no way of
understanding this design. This was because he believed in the separation of scientific
knowledge from theology.24 In his view, most people possessed the attributes of
reason and ‘mysticism,’ or the belief of some type of spiritual nature. He described
the development of two channels of knowledge:
For the most part our inquiry into the problem of experience ends in a veil of
symbols, there is an immediate knowledge in the minds of conscious beings
which lifts the veil in places; and what we discern though these openings is of
mental and spiritual nature.25
To make sense of this, Eddington divided the two channels into the objective
world of theology and the subjective world of analytical reason and quantifiability.
His idiosyncratic use of ‘objective’ and ‘subjective’ should be noted and kept in
mind. In his 1938 Tarner Lectures, he observed: “I have often found an impression
that to explain away the laws of nature as wholly subjective is the same thing as to
explain away the physical universe as wholly subjective.”26 He denied this position
on grounds of his epistemological division: “The purely objective sources…in our
observational knowledge…are life, consciousness, spirit….The purely objective
world is the spiritual world; and the material world is subjective in the sense of
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selective subjectivism.”27 Therefore, the quantifiable material world, the world of
science, was to be examined and understood in terms of selective subjectivism—that
was, in terms of the existence of the mind. God transcended every explanation.
How was physical reality to be understood then? Eddington divided reality
into two categories: fundamental laws of nature and “special facts.”28 Fundamental
laws stood for the “laws and constants of physics [that] can be deduced
unambiguously from a priori considerations, and are therefore wholly subjective.”29
They are laws that when put together comprise the basic workings of the universe—
relativity, quantum mechanics, entropy, et cetera. Special facts were those properties
of the universe that the laws act upon. These facts could have varied, which for the
purpose of argument Eddington used as an example the number and distribution of
protons and electrons in the universe. This example will be revisited in the next
section.
Given this split between fundamental laws and special facts—to which
Eddington denied being the original author but liked the terminology—he realized a
major conflict in his theory: if man cannot know objectivity through reason, then how
could man formulate these laws of nature through observation and experience? He
determined there must be another truly objective level of nature beyond the former
‘fundamental’ level. He raised this question: “Have we any reason to believe that if a
law of Nature—a generalization about the objective world—were to become known
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to us, it would be accepted by current physics as a law of nature?”30 Essentially, if
one were to discover a true transcendent law of physics, it would be “outside
physics,” and “that there is no particular reason to expect that it will be called
physics.”31 As noted, the objective sources of knowledge in observation were life,
consciousness, and spirit. If a method existed to understand the level beyond
perceived observational reality, then it existed through the study of one of these
realms. The realm of physics held such a lead—in the study of large numbers.
In summary, Eddington’s selective subjectivism had much in common with
the strong anthropic principle. Eddington’s mind imposed a structure on both the
sensory (or ‘subjective’) world and the unseen (or ‘objective’) world. The regular
laws of physics handled the realm of sensory experience while God’s transcendental
laws commanded the real workings of reality. Eddington believed the discovery of
the large numbers permitted a peek into the unseen workings of the cosmos, and in
this he realized that a slight change in the fundamental makeup of the universe would
imply an unrecognizable universe. Eddington’s philosophy is much stronger than
Carter’s anthropic principle, but it lacks the implication of design to which Barrow
and Tipler adhere. This philosophical line of thought will be vital to follow over time.
Next, I will illustrate Eddington’s effort to understand the ‘true’ objective reality by
analyzing his work with large numbers.

III: The Fundamental Theory and the Large Number Coincidences
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Eddington’s Fundamental Theory, published posthumously in 1946, showed a
man struggling to understand the universe on near-transcendental level. Despite the
efforts to work through relativity and quantum mechanics, there seemed no apparent
relation between these models of the universe. This discrepancy haunted many
physicists and astronomers, but as Eddington’s former student Clive Kilmister noted,
Eddington’s Fundamental Theory “serves to challenge that consensus.”32 To
Eddington, relativity and quantum mechanics were patterns recognized in the human
mind. He believed that taking certain subjective data, in this case large numbers, and
applying them to these patterns, he could gain a glimpse into the true objective world.
When he noticed a group of these large numbers had the magnitude of 1040, he
realized that he had hit on an unperceived unity in nature. This section details his
efforts to explain that coincidence.
As early as 1920, Eddington believed the theory of relativity only partially
described the world. He remarked in his popular book Space, Time, and Gravitation,
The theory of relativity has passed in review the whole subject-matter of
physics. It has unified the great laws….And yet, in regard to the nature of
things, this knowledge is only an empty shell—a form of symbols. It is
knowledge of structural form, and not knowledge of content. All through the
physical world runs that unknown content, which must surely be the stuff of
our consciousness. Here is a hint of aspects deep within the world of physics,
and yet unattainable by the methods of physics.33
In this view that pre-dated quantum mechanics, he found reality fairly deterministic:
“The thing that has been identified with matter is permanent, and because of its
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permanence it must be for mind the substance of the world. Practically no other
choice is possible.”34 Had quantum mechanics never been developed in his lifetime,
Eddington certainly would not have proceeded with his Fundamental Theory and
perhaps the anthropic principle would have never been developed. But quantum
mechanics had been elucidated in 1925-1926, and this markedly changed Eddington’s
view of the world.
At the crux of quantum mechanics was ‘indeterminism,’ or the possibility that
events could be, at most, probable at the quantum level. As a religious-minded
scientist, Eddington noticed the controversy indeterminism brought to philosophy—
perhaps science now possessed an explanation for free will. In a very famous passage
from his 1927 Gifford lectures, he remarked,
It will perhaps be said that the conclusion to be drawn from these arguments
from modern science, is that religion first became possible for a reasonable
scientific man about the year 1927….But seeing that before this enlightened
era men managed to persuade themselves that they had to mould their own
material future notwithstanding the yoke of strict causality, they might well
use the same modus vivendi in religion.35
In other words, scientists believed they had free will long before quantum mechanics,
and the theory’s elucidation was unlikely to change this discussion much.36 But for
Eddington’s conception of a truly objective reality, indeterminism had very different
repercussions.
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Given that fundamental laws supposedly formed the rules of the game and the
special facts were the players, Eddington then applied quantum indeterminacy to this
setup and discovered he needed to reevaluate the entirety of his philosophy. In a
classical deterministic system (including relativity), the fundamental laws had
predictive power—acceleration equals force over mass, and after such a time an
object will have moved so far. To Eddington, this type of predictive power
differentiated fundamental laws from any law that might govern special facts.37 But
this distinction broke down once quantum mechanics came into play, as he said, “In
the current indeterministic system of physics, there is no corresponding demarcation
between the laws and the special facts of nature.”38 Now, the special facts had a very
different role: “The special facts, which distinguish the actual universe from all other
possible universes obeying the same laws, are not given once for all at some past
epoch, but are being born continually as the universe follows its unpredictable
course.”39 Essentially, the players in the game were not static entities—they
developed as the game went on. Since this eliminated the ability of the ‘fundamental
laws’ to predict special facts, they were not truly objective. The truly objective laws
were then transcendental like God; pattern-like laws still existed, and they must be
understood through selective subjectivity.
The way Eddington chose to understand these laws was very roundabout.
When he introduced his special facts, he used as an example the number and
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distribution of protons and electrons in the universe. In his opinion, cosmologists
generally accepted this number as a randomly determined fundamental parameter: “A
universe could be made with any number of particles; and, so far as physics is
concerned, we must just accept the number allotted to our universe as an accident or
as a whim of the Creator.”40 But Eddington had a system in place to determine the
number of particles in the universe, and he was going to show that the number of
particles in the universe had to be a very specific number, or else the rules by which
the mind understood the cosmos would have been violated.
In his 1938 Tarner lectures, Eddington announced to the audience, “I believe
there are
15,747,724,136,275,002,577,605,653,961,181,555,468,044,717,914,527,116,
709,366, 232,425,076,185,631,031,296 protons in the universe, and the same
number of electrons.41
His brazen rhetoric was to introduce a very specific argument. In the classical
determinist world, one really could have counted all those particles; in the quantum
mechanical indeterminist world, any attempt to count a particle (and they all looked
alike) would result in an increasing difficulty in tracing its future movement and
separating it from the next indistinguishable electron. Yet despite this hopeless practice,
it was commonplace for physicists to say a gram of hydrogen contained 6x1023
electrons.42 Eddington admitted specificity like this could be achieved through indirect
manners, and he believed he could do this to determine the number of particles in the
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universe. What follows is a short discussion of how Eddington arrived at his conclusion
that the universe must have 1079 protons and electrons.
In 1927, the same year that Werner Heisenberg introduced the uncertainty
principle that provoked Eddington to comment on free will and religion, Paul Dirac
introduced a different equation. Dirac, an ardent adherent of relativity, opted to develop
an interpretation of the uncertainty principle that put relativity into quantum mechanics.
Having studied somewhat under Eddington, Dirac did not inherit any of his teacher’s
lucidity. Because it combined relativity and quantum mechanics, Eddington grew
interested in Dirac’s “mystic formula,” but translated its mathematics into tensor
calculus, the same mathematics used by relativity.43
Eddington then began his Fundamental Theory with an altered version of the
uncertainty principle, translated into classical terms: qp–pq=ih/2π.44 This is a straightforward equation: p represents momenta, q represents coordinates, h is the action of the
atom, i is the square root of -1, and 2 and π are familiar terms. The specific meanings of
these terms are unimportant right now, as Eddington wanted to focus on the general
ambiguity of p and q. He called these variables “baffling,” because general arithmetic
said they should commute and equal 0, but nothing could “explain why qp is so illbehaved as to be unequal to pq.”45 At the time, Schrödinger held that p was an operator
while Dirac held that p was a non-real number. Dirac’s method attracted Eddington
because that non-real number would be another inspection of the unseen world:
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The idea is that in digging deeper and deeper into that which lies at the base of
physical phenomena we must be prepared to come to entities which, like
many things in our conscious experience, are not measurable by numbers in
any way; and further it suggests how exact science, that is to say the science
of phenomena correlated to measure-numbers, can be founded on such a
basis.46
While other scientists continued with the work of Heisenberg and Schrödinger,
Eddington pursued Dirac’s method, and it became the basis behind his Fundamental
Theory.
Eddington then departed from standard models of the uncertainty principle by
viewing the particle as a connected entity. Whereas other models tried to understand
the particle in isolation, Eddington claimed this was implausible given that objects do
not act alone in a relativistic space.47 First, he redefined the consideration of the solo
atom—it needed to treat the nucleus and electron as separate interacting entities. And
then because of his relativistic approach, Eddington added a second “companion”
particle to the equation. Therefore, four elements entered the equation. Then
Eddington claimed p and q—the transcendental momenta and the location—gave the
atom 16 “degrees of freedom,” or the ability to move or rotate in any of sixteen
different ways—up, down, left, right, vibration, and so on. So there were 16x16=256
degrees of freedom. Now running through the equation, Eddington arrived at this
answer: the particle in question had 102 + 62=136 degrees of freedom (nucleus
compared to the electron, respectively), and so by arithmetic the companion particle
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had 120 degrees of freedom. These numbers, particularly 136 and 256, had been
appearing in his other work, and drove him to strengthen the connection.48
Next, Eddington approached the “fine-structure constant,” a fundamental
constant of the universe that measured the force of electromagnetic interaction. It was
among a larger group of numbers called “dimensionless” because all measuring
mechanisms—like feet or pounds or ounces—cancelled and left only a number. In
Eddington’s time its measured value was very near 1/137. Building on his claim of
the 136 degrees of freedom, he thought to expand his research by universalizing his
number, and in 1929 argued that the fine structure constant was exactly 1/136. 49 The
scientific community scoffed. The Swedish physicist Oskar Klein complained, “I now
regard the Eddington ‘136-work’ as complete nonsense; more precisely, as romantic
poetry, not as physics.”50 The next year Eddington published a correction and
admitted the value to be 137; “The mistake,” he said, was “in not recognizing [his
theory’s] distinctness from the others.”51 This work, and the numbers that continued
to appear in equations, gave him a background to formulate his most famous number.
Eddington’s determination of the number of protons and electrons in the
universe came from dividing the estimate of mass in the universe by the mass of the
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hydrogen atom.52 He then took this and applied it to a certain sequence,
Nr=nr(nr+1)2n^2/r, as r=1,2,3….53 It gave the following sequences:54
N1=2x3x24=96
N2=4x5x216=1,310,720
N3=16x17x2256=2x136x2256=1079
He determined the third sequence to be the best option because, “The number 136 is
characteristic of the group structure of the quadruple existence symbols; and for that
reason it also turns up in the theory of the other numerical constants of nature (the
fine-structure constant and the mass-ratio).”55 He called it N, and it became known as
Eddington’s number: 1079. The importance of this number swelled as Eddington
realized its connection to other realms of physics.
Eddington’s number could reevaluate Einstein’s controversial ‘cosmical
constant.’ To Einstein, who believed in a static universe, this mysterious expansive
force opposed gravity and kept the universe from collapsing on itself. After Georges
LeMâitre proposed an expanding relativistic cosmology in 1927 (the forerunner to the
Big Bang), many cosmologists saw the cosmical constant as the active force which
caused the expansion of the universe. To Eddington, this meant it was the force
responsible for moving all protons and electrons apart. In his equations, these
subatomic particles were subject to the larger rules of relativity, and he argued that
the mass of an electron could be determined a priori through the cosmical constant.56
In relativity, space is curved where mass is present, like the fabric of a trampoline
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when a child stands on it. Eddington understood that this curvature gave particles
their mass. Therefore, for his equation he needed the radius of space R (1022 cm), the
number of electrons in the universe N (1079), and then energy and the speed of light
constants (from e=mc2). To find the mass of the electron me, he then needed the
equation mec2=R/√N.57 But wanting to find a priori values, Eddington changed the
“quantum mechanical units” to his own value for the electrical charge of a particle:
136me=R√N.58 His answer was 1847.6, within 0.3% accurate to the contemporary
estimate. 59
Realizing the utility of the numbers 136, 256, and 1079, Eddington felt that he
was on to something. He compared these numbers to other ratios that had been
determined by other scientists and realized they had a remarkable relationship: their
values were all very near 1040. Here was the list that he used,60 and it should be noted
that later scientists added more numbers to this list:
1) M/m=the mass-ratio of the proton and electron=1840
2) hc/2πe2=fine-structure constant=1/137
3) e2/GMm=ratio of the electrical force between an electron and proton to the
gravitational force between them=2.3x1039
4) (2πc/h) √(Mm/λ)=ratio of the radius of the curvature of spacetime to mean
length of a Schrödinger wave=1.2x1039
5) 2x136x2256=the number of protons and electrons in the universe=1079, of
which the square root is near 1039
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Going back to his Tarner lectures and that very specific determination of the
number of protons and electrons, Eddington had two arguments: either the universe
could have 1079 particles or the search was utterly hopeless. As he framed the
predicament, “To put it crudely, we have debunked N….Is it any longer of interest?”61
According to Eddington, it must be: “The number is scientifically important because
it keeps cropping up in more prosaic problems.”62 Furthermore, the unity it displayed
among other physical constants showed the glimpse of true objectivity that Eddington
had been searching for. Looking back, if N had been different, the ratio of masses
between the proton and the electron would have been different (equation 1), and in
turn if this ratio was different it would have thrown off numbers (3) and (4) above.
The unity of this number, then, demanded it be a fundamental law. It is only now that
we can understand why Eddington said,
A universe cannot be made with a different number of elementary particles—
consistently with the scheme of definitions by which the ‘number of particles’
is assigned to a system in wave-mechanics. We must therefore no longer look
on it as a special fact about the universe, but as a parameter occurring in the
laws of nature, and, as such, part of the laws of nature.63
In summary, Eddington’s Fundamental Theory used selective subjectivism to
narrow the search for physical clues that revealed transcendental mysteries of the
universe. This approach, which predicated a relationship between the perceiving mind
and the laws of the cosmos, determined, at least in Eddington’s mind, that some
physical laws needed to be such as to permit the integrity of a logical universe. Placed
in this context, Eddington acts as very much more a contributor to the anthropic
61
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principle than a “mere curiosity in the history of ideas.”64 Despite this work, his
contribution is overshadowed by the even more scientifically controversial work of
Paul Dirac, whose work will now be in focus.

Paul Dirac and the Large Number Hypothesis
Born in 1902, Paul Dirac finished his undergraduate work in engineering and
mathematics at the University of Bristol before completing his doctorate at
Cambridge. Here, he approached Eddington freely and discussed the professor’s
technical book The Mathematical Theory of Relativity.65 His graduate work focused
largely on quantum mechanics, though, and in 1928 he proposed his interpretation of
the uncertainty principle that diverged greatly from the other interpretations. In 1930
he would publish a landmark textbook, Principles of Quantum Mechanics. It was a
salute to rigor, containing two pages of preface followed by two hundred pages of
complex mathematical theory. Eddington took this work in a different direction and
produced his Fundamental Theory. Dirac, however, resented his mentor’s approach,
saying Eddington “occasionally makes use of concepts which have no place there.”66
While most well-known for his contributions to atomic theory, he would spend a
significant amount of his later years defending a tenuous position that claimed the
force of gravity changed over time. An argument based on an interpretation of
Eddington’s large number coincidences, it would be attacked by Hermann Bondi and
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Robert Dicke along the lines of anthropic reasoning. Dirac should then be seen as a
transition figure in the early history of the anthropic principle.
In 1937, Dirac wrote a letter to the editor of Nature summarizing his position
on Eddington’s large numbers. While he admits their significance had drawn a lot of
attention, he lamented, “Eddington’s arguments are not always rigorous, and while
they give one the feeling that they are probably substantially correct in the case of the
smaller numbers…the larger numbers…are so enormous as to make one think that
some entirely different type of explanation is needed for them.”67 Whereas Eddington
founded his argument on the belief of the connection between the mind and the
cosmos, Dirac approached the situation from a very different point of view.
He explained the large numbers beginning with the age of the universe. At the
time, scientists believed the universe to be about 2 billion years old. Translated into
units of Planck time (10-44 seconds), the age of the universe was about 1039.68 “This
suggests,” Dirac said, “that the above-mentioned large numbers are to be regarded,
not as constants, but as simple functions of our present epoch.”69 Here he had
translated the large realm of years into the smaller realm of atomic time and come
across another coincidental large number. Only now, this number would change as
time went on; it would remain at 1039 for only a specific time in history before rising.
This number was not a priori, like Eddington would prefer; instead, it was an effect
of a deeper underlying cosmic phenomenon. The next year, Dirac proposed a very
controversial explanation for this coincidence.
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He began by strengthening the relationship between the large numbers: “Any
two of the very large dimensionless numbers occurring in Nature are connected by a
simple mathematical relation, in which the coefficients are of the order of magnitude
unity.”70 Essentially, because their values were near 1039, he linked the ratio of the
electrical to the gravitational force between an electron and a proton to the age of the
universe expressed in atomic time. Believing this relationship “a coincidence we may
presume is due to some deep connection in Nature between cosmology and atomic
theory,” he connected the numbers by a mathematical relationship.71 Therefore, as the
universe aged and as this number went to 1050, the ratio of the electrical to the
gravitational force would also increase toward 1050. What Dirac implied here was that
the force of gravity changed over time, and his proof was this underlying unity.
While time-dependent gravity would be a major theme over the next twenty
years, Dirac also advocated matter creation for a short time.72 While this entirely
contradicted Eddington’s number and the laws of thermodynamics, Dirac believed
experiments “were much too imperfect to be able to assert that such an increase
cannot occur…”73 This irked many scientists—not only did they have to deal with
rising political tensions at home, they had to deal with the Nobel prize winner Dirac,
who argued that all of science since Galileo needed to be overturned based on an
elegant mathematical relation. Many scientists looked on in embarrassment.74 The
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next year, Dirac would squeamishly admit spontaneous matter creation might not
occur, but only on the grounds that it did not affect the outcome of his cosmological
model.75
When he combined matter creation and a time-dependent gravity, it was called
his ‘large number hypothesis,’ and as Dirac said, experimental evidence could not
disprove it at the time. The first attempt to refute Dirac’s hypothesis came with
Edward Teller in 1948, and foreshadowed the new techniques cosmologists would
need to address such abstruse cosmologies. In two pages, Teller pointed out that if
gravity weakened over time, it must have been very strong in the past, making the sun
hotter. Given the time-scales known at the time, Teller argues that a stronger gravity
would have made the oceans boil at the times when man was known to be walking the
earth. He admitted, though, that Dirac’s hypothesis still had some merit, “because of
the nature of the subject matter, [it is] vague and difficult to disprove.”76 The next
scientist to seriously confront Dirac’s equations would be Robert Dicke from 19571961, and his explanations along the line of the anthropic principle is covered at
length in the next chapter.

Conclusion:
The anthropic principle can trace its early history to the work of Arthur
Eddington and Paul Dirac. A non-Whiggish history needs to limit the actors involved,
and given the scope of the Fundamental Theory and the large number hypothesis and
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their methods of argumentation, it is possible to trace a clear path from a few local
actors to a broader community. For now, the explicit role of these figures and theories
in the development of the anthropic principle is probably unclear, because there is a
significant amount of work from 1948-1973 that has yet to be covered. It is best to
keep in mind that going into this time period, two significant astronomical figures had
been publishing and advocating cosmological theories that were 1) philosophical, 2)
to a certain degree centered on man, and 3) contrary to the status quo. Now, the focus
turns toward the debate between the Steady-State theory and the Big Bang, Robert
Dicke’s efforts to refute Paul Dirac, and the introduction of the anthropic principle.
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Chapter Two

Reanalyzing the Modern Development of the Anthropic Principle
Tracking the maturation of an idea from its infancy to adulthood is no small
task, especially in the case of the anthropic principle. The first chapter established the
presence of anthropic selection effects playing roles in the early cosmologies of
Arthur Eddington and maturing through the work of his student Paul Dirac. The field
of British cosmology from the post-War period to around 1960 lent itself to
innovative methods of argumentation, perhaps most notably in a cosmological system
developed by Cambridge associates Hermann Bondi, Thomas Gold, and Fred Hoyle:
the Steady-State theory. Whereas Eddington attempted to unite the realms of quantum
mechanics and general relativity to demonstrate the laws of physics as dependent on
the human mind, the Steady-State scientists proposed through “speculative”
cosmological principles that the universe must be ordered in such a way to guarantee
uniform repeatability of experiments.77 This chapter will argue the development of
Steady-State cosmology pushed British cosmologists to develop innovative methods
of argument that eventually led to Brandon Carter’s proposal of the anthropic
principle.
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The relationship between the Steady-State theory and the anthropic principle
is often misunderstood and neglected. At its most basic, the Steady-State theory
proposes that the universe is uniform and homogeneous over all of time and space, or
the universe looks exactly the same no matter where or when the observer is situated.
This guarantees the laws of physics will be consistent over time, a refutation of Dirac
and the Big Bang scientists. Specifically, Bondi called the large number hypothesis a
“council of despair,” a shot-in-the-dark theory that actually bolstered Steady-State
theory by revealing “how limitless the variations are that may be imagined to arise in
a changing universe.”78 These ideas conform to the Copernican principle, an
argument stating that man occupies a non-privileged place in the universe. The
anthropic principle is a diametrical opposite claim: that observers should be located in
a position suitable with their existence. Barrow and Tipler expand this point to say,
“The Anthropic Principle can be used to rule out virtually any type of Steady-State
theory.”79 This statement should not be taken at face value, though, but instead act as
a call for historical attention. The anthropic principle, that is to say the belief that man
has a ‘necessarily privileged’ place in the cosmos, develops as a reaction against the
Steady-State theory, where man has no special place.
However, actually seeing this historical development requires analysis beyond
the typical accounts of observational evidence. This is because from 1950-1965, there
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was no way to observationally refute the Steady-State theory. Martin Ryle’s radio
telescope did not arrive until the late-50s and the cosmic background radiation was
not discovered until 1965. The way to understand the relationship between the
Steady-State theory and the anthropic principle, then, is to understand how the
cosmologists changed their mode of communication. At this time, the Big Bang
cosmologists realized the only way to address a ‘metascientific’ cosmology like the
Steady-State theory was to use the same metascientific principles in lieu of customary
scientific arguments. This effect is best evinced by Robert Dicke’s first ‘anthropic
explanations’ from 1957-1961, in which he opposed Dirac’s time-dependent gravity
by using Mach’s principle instead of observational evidence. Similarly, in 1973,
Carter founded his anthropic principle based on his reticence toward Bondi’s 1959
textbook Cosmology and its approach to the large number coincidences and the
Copernican principle. By this method, the anthropic principle develops historically as
a pragmatic explanation—a sort of discursive tool—that developed from the new
mode of communication between certain groups of cosmologists in the 1950s and
1960s.
In historical methodology, this new tool of scientific discourse should be
familiar. Take Thomas Kuhn’s assertion that it was “particularly in periods of
acknowledged crisis that scientists have turned to philosophical analysis as a device
for unlocking the riddles of their field.”80 But instead of taking the narrow definition
of ‘crisis’ as proposed by Kuhn, I would suggest the broader concept of a scientific
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‘dispute.’ The Steady-State scientists found expanding relativistic cosmologies, such
as the Big Bang, repugnant because, among other reasons, its fundamental precepts
did not guarantee the repeatability of experiments over space and time. Steady-State
scientists addressed this dispute with both experimental evidence and regular use of
metascientific principles such as Mach’s principle. Reciprocally, the Big Bang
cosmologists found implications of the Steady-State theory, primarily matter creation,
to be scientific anathema. Traditionally bound to empirical explanations, some Big
Bang cosmologists infused these same philosophical constructs into their arguments.
As another historical matter, “fine-tuned” laws of physics are commonly
associated with the anthropic principle. This relationship is predominantly a modern
phenomenon.81 A fine-tuned law is an ordinary fundamental law of physics, such as
gravity, which if changed in the slightest would result in a drastically different (and
often uninhabitable) universe. Until the late 1970s, cosmologists rarely emphasized
fine-tuned evidence. The attribution of fine-tuning into the anthropic principle
actually came after the fact from Barrow and Tipler. In their discussion of Carter’s
1973 presentation, they proclaim,
It is inevitable that some would look at the existence of these features from
another angle, one reminiscent of the traditional ‘Design arguments’ that the
Universe either must give rise to life or that it is specially engineered to
support it. Carter gave the name ‘strong’ Anthropic Principle to the idea that
the Universe must be ‘cognizable’ and ‘admit the creation of observers within
it at some stage.’ This approach can be employed to ‘retrodict’ certain features
of any cognizable universe.82
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And ‘retrodict’ they did, declaring dozens of historical experiments to have
given rise to the anthropic principle. But few if any of the scientists themselves
believed their work evinced the privileged place of man in the universe. Even in
1973, Carter did not advocate a ‘strong’ position on the anthropic principle; rather, he
approached it in a way similar to Dicke—that the existence of humans could reveal
limits on the laws of physics.83 As this chapter will show, fine-tuning just was not a
major factor in the development of the anthropic principle, despite its modern
importance. For this reason I will present ideas leading to Brandon Carter as they
were understood in their own context. From 1950-1973, the ‘anthropic coincidences’
were generally considered to be the large number coincidences.
In summary, this chapter will illustrate the development of the anthropic
principle as a pragmatic explanation resulting from the ongoing dispute between
Steady-State scientists and Big Bang scientists. This debate often lacked
observational evidence, so a historical account must reach beyond such matters.
When viewed this way, the anthropic principle becomes part of the larger community
of metascientific principles.
My approach to this chapter is innovative to the study of the anthropic
principle. As noted, historians and philosophers have generally produced very narrow
histories of the anthropic principle. Perhaps this is again due to the authoritative
stance taken by Barrow and Tipler when they asserted that Eddington and Dirac’s
work with large numbers presented “a new point of view that was to lead
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cosmologists directly to a modern form of the Anthropic Principle.”84 My argument is
that the large numbers did not lead directly to the anthropic principle. Instead, the
anthropic principle was a result of a complex web of interrelations, namely the
‘scientific’ introduction of philosophy to cosmology, displayed by the Steady-State
theorists and Robert Dicke. By addressing the mentioned issues, I hope to illuminate
a tantalizing topic in the history of ideas and persuade historians to treat the anthropic
principle as epiphenomenal to the growth of cosmology.
The Steady State Theory and Its Implications for the Anthropic Principle
Cosmology is the study of the general structure and characteristics of the
universe. It includes a fundamental tenet: that the laws of physics are “isotropic,” or
that they hold true across space and time. The same cannot be said for history and
society, though, as more often than not events seem rather unbalanced. This was the
case following World War II in Europe from the late 1940s until the mid-1960s. As
nations rebuilt, the question of man’s place in the world coupled with competition
among cosmologists as had never been seen before. As recalled by Hermann Bondi,
the time “led to a considerable number of model universes, each of them interesting
and remarkable in its own right, and the question which of them was the right ‘actual’
universe became of lesser interest.”85 Relativistic cosmologies, such as the Big Bang,
varied in their interpretations on the size, shape, and general structure of the universe.
And the one characteristic they all had in common—a bang—nobody really
understood. Because many cosmologies worked mathematically on paper but lacked
84
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necessary observational evidence, cosmology could rightly be called the most
speculative of the sciences.
Into this environment arrived the Steady-State theory, proposed by Cambridge
acquaintances in two separate papers in the October 1948 issue of the Monthly
Notices of the Royal Astronomical Society—one by Hermann Bondi and Thomas
Gold, and the other by Fred Hoyle. Despite their acquaintanceship, the two papers
were very different in their approach. Bondi and Gold presented their argument by
use of three philosophical maxims; Hoyle, uninterested in these arguments at the
time, went about creating a mathematical model for his paper. By his international
fame, Hoyle’s paper was generally more well-known, but the Bondi-Gold paper was
generally more debated. Hoyle thought this was due to the difficulty cosmologists had
in refuting it.86
As far as the account of the Steady-State goes, this paper will show a
superficial bias toward the efforts of Hermann Bondi. While also involved in the
defense of the Steady-State theory, Hoyle was not the primary target of attacks.
Furthermore, in 1959, Gold left for Cornell, and Steady-State was largely a non-issue
in America at the time. Manifold reasons exist for the development and defense of the
Steady-State system, of which I will focus on the relations between the scientist and
the universe at large.87
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At the core of their cosmological system, Bondi and Gold propose the “perfect
cosmological principle,” a philosophical argument that proclaims the large-scale
universe remains homogeneous and unchanging over all time and space. Every place
is equal in this cosmos and man can have no privileged place. Often, this primary
argument is overlooked in favor of its implication for the Steady-State theory, namely
the continuous creation of matter. Bondi, Gold, and Hoyle explain this in a manner
reminiscent of Dirac: a small bit of matter is created over time, about one proton per
cubic liter every billion years or so.88 This preserves the integrity of the Steady-State
model given the observed expansion of the universe—as galaxies move apart, the
created matter forms new galaxies and maintains the large-scale homogeneity of the
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one of Dirac’s lines of thought—matter creation—along with the argument that man
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The links between the Steady-State theory and the anthropic principle develop
as a result of the interaction of Robert Dicke and Brandon Carter to matter creation
and the Copernican principle, respectfully. Before continuing with this history, it
would do well to define the metascientific principles important to this discourse. The
perfect cosmological principle has already been defined, and the following briefly
describes the characteristics and importance of Mach’s principle, the cosmological
principle, and the Copernican principle.
Steady-State scientists commonly used Mach’s principle as a trope for
explaining gravity. Einstein originally introduced it into his theory of relativity as a
way of viewing inertial motion; or, inertia was the result of the attractive force of
every object in the universe. After Einstein, cosmologists generally viewed Mach’s
principle as interesting but controversial. As Bondi noted, “A number of objections
have been raised against [Mach’s principle] by various authors. It is widely believed
that Mach’s principle is of philosophical rather than physical content, and that hence
it can be of no physical relevance even if it were logically and philosophically
tenable.”90 But Bondi and Gold believed it said something very important about the
everyday scientific laboratory—objects near in an earthly lab were necessarily
affected by the interaction with far away masses like stars and galaxies. If valid,
Mach’s principle then implied that,
The nature of any local dynamical experiment is fundamentally affected by
distant matter. We can hence not contemplate a laboratory which is shielded
so as to exclude all influence from outside; and for the same reason we cannot
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have any logical basis for choosing physical laws and constants and assigning
to them an existence independent of the structure of the universe.91
Which, put simply, meant that everything in the universe—man, rocks, gas,
whatever—was affected by everything else in the universe. But if true, then, the
Steady-State theorists demanded an answer to an even more fundamental question:
what guaranteed these interloping forces to be constant over vast distances? Or put
another way, what if capricious forces from the other side of the galaxy were
interfering with laboratory experiments here on earth?
That guarantee had been taken for granted by most cosmologists: the universe
was “isotropic,” or that physical laws acted uniformly in all directions. But as the
Steady-State scientists pointed out, an expanding cosmology could not guarantee
isotropy with a universe of varying density; rather, it needed to assume it. The
Steady-State theory touted that Mach’s principle in a universe abiding by the perfect
cosmological principle would promise uniform repeatability for experience. As Bondi
said, “A displacement of the observer in space or time resulting in a substantial
change in the picture presented to him by the universe would lead to great changes in
his local system of dynamics such as (at least) a change of the constant of
gravitation.”92 Therefore, in Bondi’s view, an isotropy could only be guaranteed in a
universe that abided by the perfect cosmological principle and Mach’s principle. It
will be seen later how Stephen Hawking and C.B. Collins took this sentiment of
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Mach’s principle and, in a much more contentious approach, argued that the universe
is isotropic “because we are here.”93
For purposes of clarification, two more commonly used principles should be
defined. Preceding the perfect cosmological principle was the more basic
“cosmological principle.” The cosmological principle argued the large-scale universe
was homogeneous, but time went forward in the usual sense.94 Bondi and Gold then
expanded this into the perfect cosmological principle, which included time, so that the
universe was eternally uniform. There was also the Copernican principle, which
asserted, along the lines of Nicolaus Copernicus, that humans did not inhabit a
preferred location in the universe. While not used in 1948 Steady-State article, Bondi
would make significant use of the Copernican principle in his 1961 textbook
Cosmology. Brandon Carter would later react against this usage in 1973.95
In summary, the Steady-State theory combined the Copernican principle with
the perfect cosmological principle and did so with appeal to isotropy and Mach’s
principle—or in more simple terms: mankind had no privileged place in the eternally
uniform universe, and this was evinced by the fact that physical laws are repeatable.
If any of this changed, there would be no guarantee that the laws applicable to
mankind’s area of the cosmos applied anywhere else in the universe, which would be
contrary to observation and common sense.
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Hopefully, it should be clear after this review just how fertile the realm of
Steady-State cosmology would be for growing ideas like the anthropic principle. It
spoke of man’s place in the universe. It spoke of a necessary guarantee that the
universe should be a certain way or else everything would be drastically different.
And, maybe most significantly, a profusion of principles made serious scientific
claims. The Steady-State would become a target for Brandon Carter in 1973, but in
the meantime, another scientist began presenting some unconventional arguments to
counter Dirac’s time-dependent gravity.

Robert Dicke and Mach’s Principle—The Enigma of Gravity
Of all the scientists to be declared the ‘first’ to use the anthropic principle,
Robert Dicke would seem an unlikely candidate. He was American, saw himself
largely as a physicist, and thought the whole scene around large number coincidences
interesting but ultimately misleading.96 In the 1940s he developed an interest in
astronomy and in the 1950s began formulating a new theory of gravity that he
presented with his student Carl Brans in 1961. Among scientists he was probably
most well-known for predicting the Cosmic Microwave Background Radiation. But
to the supporters of the anthropic principle he was a different brand of hero—he
reminded physicists that the plurality of physical models could be narrowed by simple
consideration to their real consequences on the universe. In the case of his dispute
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with Dirac, Dicke pointed out that if gravity was mutable, then it had serious
repercussions for life on earth.
With Dicke, I do not speak of an ‘explanatory’ anthropic principle, because
Dicke never intended to explain the relationship between man and the cosmos.
Instead, he pointed out certain boundaries that human existence could place on a
scientific claim. I will show here the extents to which Robert Dicke’s gravitational
theory delivered attention to Mach’s principle, Dirac’s large number hypothesis, and
the first recognized use of an anthropic observation to refute a scientific claim.
Although Dicke did not support the Steady-State theory, he also utilized
Mach’s principle to explain gravitational interactions.97 In Einsteinian relativity, mass
curved space and an object’s frame of reference determined the rate of acceleration
compared to other objects. This could also hold true if an object was stationary and
the surrounding objects were moving. Dicke said this view was not quite right, for it
failed to adequately explain inertia. In Einsteinian relativity, the “inertial mass is
purely a local property of the particle.”98 As with Bondi, Dicke believed there was a
more appealing way to describe Mach’s principle: “the inertial mass of a particle is
determined by distant matter.”99 In his work, Dicke enlarged the explanatory power of
Mach’s principle: first, it eliminated locality of inertia; and second, which was
probably most crucial to his theory, Mach’s principle established bounds that
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relativity needed to work within.100 In other words, any interpretation of relativity
needed to apply to the real world.
Robert Dicke targeted Dirac’s time-dependent gravity as the foil for his new
theory of gravity. This work was commonly cited to be the first instance of an
anthropic argument in science. However, Dicke’s work should also be seen as a quiet
refutation of Steady-State cosmology, which was not how cosmologists saw it at the
time, but how Brandon Carter would see it in 1973. For this reason, I will show how
Dicke’s work did double-duty. His efforts would span from 1957 to 1961, embodied
mostly in five articles. Two of them he published in the July 1957 Physical Review
journal. It should be noted how Dicke was not instantly possessed by the anthropic
principle as seen by Carter, but rather, over time he believed that the existence of
mankind acted as a powerful litmus test for the plurality of scientific models.
Of his two articles that appeared in the same issue of the Physical Review, the
first was the “Principle of Equivalence and Weak Interactions.” Here, Dicke
introduced his argument that treating gravity like the other nuclear forces was
incorrect. To do this, he needed to add two concepts to the discussion: the “weak” and
“strong” equivalence principles. In terminology, these would be important to Brandon
Carter, and as metascientific principles they could guarantee the repeatability of
experiments without appealing to the Steady-State cosmology. Generally speaking,
these equivalence principles described the relation between an experiment and
different frames of inertial reference—the weak applying to objects within the same
gravitational field and the strong applying more or less universally.
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Citing the work of the Hungarian physicist Loránd Eötvös, Dicke pointed out
that an object had the same mass regardless of whether it was in an inertial or
gravitational frame of reference. Or to put it another way, the kind of motion acting
on an object had no effect on its mass, which gave credence to the belief that gravity
and inertia were the same effect. Dicke then drew a line associating this with the
‘strong’ nuclear forces (strong, weak, and electromagnetic) to say that a
corresponding increase or decrease in energy had a corresponding change of mass.
Therefore, he said,
From these facts we conclude that the strong interaction constants are at least
approximately position independent. If the strong interactions were to vary
with position, the ratio of binding energy to particle rest energy would depend
upon position and there would be an anomalous contribution to the weight
associated with this variation.101
So, connecting the weak equivalence principle with the strong interaction principles,
Dicke asserted that the basic properties of particles would remain uniform regardless
of their location. In respect to the Steady-State, this provided an explanation for how
physics could occur in a relativistic expanding universe—motion had no discernable
effect on at least three of the fundamental forces.
But what about gravity? Dicke admitted gravity had little effect on the scale of
particles, so the constancy of the strong interactions could not be immediately applied
to the weak interaction. A general trend among Dicke’s work was his displeasure that
once Einstein announced relativity, scientists blindly took it to be universally true.
Much of his displeasure was aimed at, as noted with Bondi, the many different
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cosmological models floating around. Of these, Dirac’s happened to be ripe for Dicke
to comment on the plurality of models and the constancy of gravity in one attack.
Dirac’s conjecture linked the constancy of the strong interactions with a variable
gravity, the very problem Dicke needed to solve. Furthermore, the way Dicke
approached this discussion was telling—the final blows would be delivered not with
pages and pages of equations, but with a one page discussion of Mach’s principle.
While the historian cannot force a connection between the argumentation styles
conflicting cosmologists, it is revealing to know that Dicke’s first article cites the first
edition of Bondi’s textbook Cosmology and their argumentation styles should be
considered more philosophical than quantitative.
Dicke began addressing Dirac’s hypothesis summarizing the different
approaches to view the large number coincidence. Listing all of Eddington’s large
numbers, he explained them in three ways: 1) the universe was random, and “the
weak interaction is weak, and that is all there is to it,” 2) Eddington’s explanation, to
find the numbers as “solutions to very involved equations whose origin is not always
crystal clear,” and 3) Dirac’s explanation, that there were unseen connections
between the numbers and that since the age of the universe varied, the other
relationships could vary.102 Focusing on Dirac, Dicke remarked that it was only
applicable to a non-capricious universe.
Dicke, however, did not possess the normal means to approach the debate.
There was no direct observational evidence contrary to Dirac’s time-dependent
gravity. The only way to go about addressing Dirac’s system was to approach it in
102
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respects to the weak and strong equivalence principles. In respect to the strong
equivalence principle, Dicke explained that if gravity weakens over time, then the
corollary is that it also weakens over space. Acceleration would be dominated by the
local strong interactions instead of massive bodies, and no bodies would fall with
uniform motion. This obviously was not the case, so the strong equivalence principle
ruled out Dirac’s hypothesis.103 Addressing Dirac’s hypothesis in a local framework,
or the weak equivalence principle, was a much more difficult approach.
Dicke utilized geology and astronomy to approach this aspect of Dirac’s
cosmology. In Dicke’s mind, Edward Teller’s analysis of surface temperature could
no longer stand—in the ten years since its publication, the observed age of the
universe had been tripled and the understanding of the atmosphere of the young earth
had been completely overhauled.104 Dicke narrowed Teller’s argument and tried to
convey that if gravity had been stronger in the past and the sun very much hotter, then
the earth would be uninhabitable. But now biologists knew algae could survive in hot
springs or otherwise human-unfriendly territory, and Dicke admitted it might be
feasible that the “spontaneous origin of life in a condensed organic goo would be
improved at a somewhat elevated temperature of about 100º C.”105 This caveat, that
algae could survive where humans flounder, should demonstrate that at this time
Dicke was not yet concrete in his belief of an ‘anthropic’ explanation. Ultimately, he
was unsatisfied with his geological evidence, concluding that, “To summarize, none
of the evidence reviewed here can be used to give strong support to Dirac’s
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hypothesis. On the other hand, it would appear that a variable gravitational interaction
cannot easily be excluded by evidence reviewed here.”106 Dirac’s hypothesis had not
yet been completely refuted, prompting Dicke to pursue these arguments for the next
few years.
Dicke’s following article, “Gravitation without a Principle of Equivalence,”
tried to envision exactly what its title proposed. Moreover, it began with a brief
commentary on the criterion for judging theories given the lack of observational
evidence. “With so few experimental facts to guide one,” he said, “any number of ad
hoc theories can be constructed. To choose between them, standards going beyond the
observational evidence must be introduced. The danger of judging a theory on the
basis of elegance, simplicity, or perfection is obvious.”107 Clearly, this could be seen
as a quiet referral to the perfect cosmological principle of the Steady-State theory.
Undermining Steady-State, however, was not the point of this paper. It was to discuss
a universe that lacked a universal constant of gravity at any given point in space. He
briefly worked out the mathematics of this space, repeatedly adhering to the
cosmological principle and Mach’s principle.
Toward the end of this paper, Dicke briefly addressed Dirac’s hypothesis
again. Dicke had consciously worked out gravity without a principle of equivalence
with a mind to keep everything time-independent so he could compare it to Dirac’s
time-dependent conjecture. Dicke admitted his own proposal had a time-dependent
dimensionless number (the dielectric constant), but that any relation between it and a
106
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larger number was largely illusory. “In the absence of a theory,” he said, “any of the
large dimensionless numbers could contain a factor in the form of a power of this
number without changing its order of magnitude. Consequently, the time dependence
of a number cannot be inferred from its magnitude alone.”108
So instead of just saying his time dependent number had significance by its
numerological relationship to other numbers, Dicke worked out the implications of
his theory. Eliminating most of Dirac’s numbers, he proposed the only “capricious”
number was the number of atoms in the universe. Then, he applied the dielectric
constant to the radiation rate of a star, realizing that if the time factor had been greater
or lesser, it would “preclude the existence of man to consider this answer.”109 Since
man existed, the number must be within a certain range such that stars were neither
too hot nor too cold. “The age of the universe, ‘now,’” he said, “is not random but
conditioned by biological factors.”110 This argument, however, was very short—
hardly more than a paragraph at the end of a fourteen page paper. Seen alongside his
other paper, Dicke seemed reticent to rely on this logic to refute Dirac. It was, as
Dicke feared, the very sort of ad hoc explanation he rued. Clearly, in 1957 Dicke was
thinking on ways that human existence could restrict the many cosmologies in
existence, but he was far from explaining the universe with this knowledge.
Now for an historical aside to illustrate the similarities and differences
between my account and that of Barrow and Tipler. We agree that Dicke had
unwittingly provided evidence against the Steady-State theory. That is about all we
108
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agree on. Barrow and Tipler hail Dicke as the ‘inventor’ of the weak anthropic
principle.111 Even the thesis statement of their chapter, “The Rediscovery of the
Anthropic Principle,” hails Dicke as the founder: “In this chapter we shall describe
some of the background to these and other cosmological ‘coincidence’ and show
how, in the period 1957-1961, they led to Dicke’s proposal of an anthropomorphic
mode of explanation.”112 Perhaps this disagreement stems from their assertion that
Dicke’s contribution “provide[s] the first modern examples of a ‘weak’ anthropic
principle; that the observation of certain, a priori, remarkable features of the
Universe’s structure are necessary for our existence.”113 In my account, I endeavor to
show Dicke’s initial reticence to use these arguments, and actually that his overall
goal was not to point out the privileged position of man but to call for restraint among
the various cosmologies.
In these respects, Barrow and Tipler’s account is a bit ahistorical. Instead of
viewing Dicke as struggling to comprehend Dirac’s equations, they see him as having
a single-minded goal: developing anthropic arguments. To me, it seems that in 1957,
Dicke’s gravitational theory was still evolving, as was his opinion of using anthropic
explanations. I am not arguing with the mathematical models of the Barrow and
Tipler account, but rather portraying a new interpretation of the development of the
road to the anthropic principle. I am, however, going to propose that Dicke came to
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terms with anthropic explanations in 1958, a position that neither Barrow and Tipler
nor Brandon Carter have yet taken.114
In April 1958, Robert Dicke spoke before the Philosophical Society of
Washington, giving the 27th annual Joseph Henry lecture on “Gravitation—An
Enigma.”115 He began his presentation very much like his other papers: the
uncharacteristic immediate acceptance of Einsteinian relativity, its weakness in
defining inertia, the peculiarity of gravity as a weak force, and then the cases of
Dirac’s cosmology. To consolidate his message, he presented only the numbers
around 1040: the ratio of the electrical to gravitational forces between an electron and
a proton, the age of the universe in atomic units, and the square root of the number of
atoms in the universe. Then he stopped to explain the implications: “Dirac’s
hypothesis is very interesting as it suggests that the gravitational interaction between
two particles is not purely a local phenomenon but depends upon distant matter. As
the amount of matter in the visible universe becomes greater, the gravitational
interaction becomes weaker.”116 Essentially, if one were to follow the entirety of
Dirac’s hypothesis—that matter was continuously created and gravity weakened with
time—then eventually there would be a time when gravity would be so weak that it
could do nothing to affect the absolute bounty of matter in the universe. Dicke briefly
listed seven arguments against Dirac’s cosmology, before summarizing a new
argument.
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The assault began with what Dicke called the “logical loophole” in Dirac’s
cosmology.117 According to Dirac, because the age of the universe changed, only for
a ‘short’ time would humans view the numbers around 1040 to be near the same value.
But the problem was that this correlation could really happen at any time in history—
although gravity was weakening, Dirac’s hypothesis had no way of telling how long it
had been weakening or how long it would continue doing so. Dicke had already
proposed some answers to this in his 1957 papers with the argument that a variable
gravity would make the earth be habitable for a very specific time period.
At this 1958 conference he introduced another explanation with a very
different implication: since humans were made of carbon and, in turn, carbon was
made in stars, then stars needed to exist for at least a billion years to produce that
carbon. Also, since stars eventually burned out and killed all known life on planets
after about 1014 years, humans could not be living past this time. Therefore,
humankind must inhabit a very specific point in cosmic time.118 His immediate
conclusion was to proclaim the ratio of electrical and gravitational forces between the
proton and electron to be fundamental, the age of the universe to be bounded by
biological considerations, and the number of atoms in the universe unexplainable due
to the inability to understand matter creation.119 This was just a more refined version
of his 1957 argument.
So far in his speech, Dicke had set up and knocked down Dirac’s cosmology.
For the first time, he refuted Dirac entirely by reference to anthropic observations.
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Dicke’s anthropic system, however, was still incomplete. He had one more argument
up his sleeve that he briefly elucidated on that day in April: the role of Mach’s
principle in constraining Einsteinian relativity. Two years later, this would become
Dicke’s favored tool in dismissing Dirac for once and for all.
In 1961, Dicke wrote a short letter to the editor in Nature which crammed the
majority of his arguments into one page. In his conclusion, Dicke solved the
connection between the number of atoms in the universe and the gravitational
relationship between particles: it was explainable by Mach’s principle. Given the
definitions of Mach’s principle developed separately by Dennis Sciama120 and
himself, the large number called the gravitational coupling constant was no longer a
constant but a function of the mass distribution of the universe. Dicke then
proclaimed, “The reason for the smallness of the gravitational coupling constant is the
enormous amount of matter in the universe.”121 Concluding, he announced:
The statistical support for Dirac’s cosmology is found to be missing.
However, the existence of physicists now and the assumption of the validity
of Mach’s principle are sufficient to demand that the order of magnitude
relations between the three [dimensionless numbers]…be satisfied.122
Dicke had completed his refutation of Dirac. Dicke had provided three
different examples of anthropic observations in his work—intolerable solar
temperatures made by time-dependent gravity, the finite life-span of stars, and the
distribution of mass in the galaxy. The same issue of Nature included Dirac’s
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response. He flipped Dicke’s assertion around and took a pessimistic interpretation: if
humankind needed live at a time when the solar system had habitable properties, then
it followed there would be a time when planets would be inhospitable to life. Dirac
found this repugnant at the time, instead proclaiming, “With my assumption they
could exist indefinitely in the future and life need never end.”123
My account portrays this critical developmental time of the anthropic
principle as being a struggle of Robert Dicke to come up with an alternate method of
critiquing scientific claims and appealing to his own scientific principles and also
Mach’s principle. Barrow and Tipler and Carter generally assume Dicke had always
possessed his anthropic explanations. My account stems from extensive analysis of
Dicke’s work and analyzing its development. Perhaps most telling is an interview he
gave in 1988. Here, Dicke explains his ‘anthropic principle’ was completely noncontroversial; it just took some observations and used them to refute another
argument. Carter’s “exciting” version, however, “would require quite a revolution in
the way of doing physics.”124 In the end, Dicke did use anthropic observations in a
scientific way, but the sentiments required a few more players, discussed in chapter 3,
before Carter’s 1973 paper could be proposed.

Fertile Ideas: The Introduction of the Anthropic Principle
By now, the reader should be acquainted with the general scene of theoretical
astronomy going into the 1960s. The debate among the Steady-State and Big Bang
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theories pushed philosophical principles into the everyday world of cosmologists. Of
particular importance at the time, cosmologists wanted to understand the relationship
between man and the cosmos—from Eddington’s Fundamental Theory, to Dirac’s
relationship between the microscopic and the macroscopic, to the increasing usage of
Mach’s principle in scientific literature. Dicke became the first physicist to cogently
argue human existence could rule out arbitrary scientific theories, but these limits
were just observations. If a scientist were to take this mid-twentieth century
fascination with the relationship between man and the cosmos to an explanatory level,
he would be arguing the first true instance of the anthropic principle. This man would
be Brandon Carter in 1973.
In contrast to Robert Dicke, Carter would probably be a very likely character
to engage in anthropic explanations. His fruitful relationship with Cambridge and his
colleagues—Dennis Sciama, Stephen Hawking, George Ellis, and Martin Rees—will
be discussed in chapter three. At Cambridge, Carter attended lectures by Paul Dirac
and Fred Hoyle. During post-doctoral work in America, he met John Wheeler and
Robert Dicke. Perhaps most revelatory, Carter had his own leanings toward an
explanation of man and the cosmos before he met Dicke. Carter admits that at the
time, Dicke did not directly influence his ideas, but that he received encouragement to
pursue his goals from this like-minded scientist.125
Pushed by John Wheeler, Brandon Carter showed up to the Copernicus
Symposium in Krakow, Poland in mid-September 1973. Carter had been circulating a
paper among his Cambridge friends, discussing the relationship between man and the
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cosmos.126 It had taken quite well with his colleagues—by now, Stephen Hawking
had already published two papers using its logic. Even now in Krakow, Hawking had
just announced that “Since we could not observe the universe to be different if we
were not here, one can say, in a sense, that the isotropy of the universe is a
consequence of our very existence.”127 Shortly after Hawking’s presentation, Carter
would propose that mankind’s existence may have something very special to say
about the universe.
It was clear that at the time that Carter was a bit unsure whether he should be
presenting. He began by saying, “This concerns a line of thought which I believe to
be potentially fertile, but which I did not write up at the time because I felt (as I still
feel) that it needs further development.”128 Wheeler had convinced him, however, that
this conference, in recognition of Copernicus’ five-hundredth birthday, would be the
right time and place. Carter finished his introduction by saying his speech “consists
basically of a reaction against exaggerated subservience to the ‘Copernican
principle.’”129
Now here is the historical moment that most accounts ignore in favor of the
more tantalizing predictions brought up later in the paper. Carter describes how he
had read Bondi’s textbook Cosmology and been taken with the discussion of large
126
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number coincidences. He did not agree with the “dogma” of the perfect cosmological
principle, though, and in refutation of it he cites, of all people, Dicke’s 1961 letter to
the editor.130 As demonstrated, Dicke’s paper actually had no overt interest in SteadyState; its purpose was to show that Dirac’s hypothesis was untenable by appeal to
Mach’s principle. However, Carter took Dicke’s evidence that man must live in a
defined time of the universe and extended it to demonstrate that the eternally uniform
Steady-State theory was wrong. Continuing this logic, Carter argued that the
Copernican principle was also incorrect—along with a very specific time, man must
live in a very specific place in the universe. Hopefully now the connection between
Steady-State, Dicke, and Carter is crystal clear.
Continuing his argument, Carter proposed a new interpretation of the large
number coincidences, which deserves to be quoted at length:
I am now convinced of the opposite thesis: i.e. that far from being evidence in
favor of exotic theories these coincidences should rather be considered as
confirming ‘conventional’ (General Relativistic Big Bang) physics and
cosmology which could in principle have been used to predict them all in
advance of their observation. However these predictions do require the use of
what may be termed the anthropic principle to the effect that what we can
expect to observe must be restricted by the conditions necessary for our
presence as observers. (Although our situation is not necessarily central, it is
inevitably privileged to some extent)131
From this, Carter would present his arguments for two different forms of the
anthropic principle in ways reminiscent of Robert Dicke: the “weak” and the “strong”
anthropic principles.
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Carter knew this claim treaded on shaky ground, and made sure to emphasize
that these “predictions” would be within the realm of what an observer would expect
to find in a universe compatible with life. It was an issue of semantics—Carter
proposed that just from a proper understanding general relativity and the existence of
life, all of these numbers could have been predicted to be within a certain range. To
illustrate this possibility, he chose two large numbers presented by Bondi, the first
being a relationship between the expansion of the universe and the gravitational
coupling constant. Essentially, he argued the same way as Dicke—humans could not
exist when stars were too cold or too hot. This number could be predicted by the weak
anthropic principle, “To the effect that we must be prepared to take account of the
fact that our location in the universe is necessarily privileged to the extent of being
compatible with our existence as observers.”132 It should be clarified that when he
said ‘location,’ he meant space and time.
Carter then postulated that taking this number and putting it into a closed
universe would have drastic implications for fundamental parameters. Given the way
the equation developed, it could go one of two ways—either the universe was
infinitely full of radiation or it was not. Humans (or any known life form) could not
exist in a universe made of pure energy. He then realized this assumption made a
different claim than the weak principle: “It implies a fairly severe restriction not
merely on our location within the universe but on one of the fundamental parameters
of the universe itself.”133 A scientist could then predict the outcome of the
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fundamental parameter using the strong anthropic principle, “that the universe (and
hence the fundamental parameters on which it depends) must be such as to admit the
creation of observers within it at some stage.”134 In other words, because life
developed, the fundamental parameters must have been conducive to its development,
and by his or her existence a scientist could disregard incongruent possibilities.135
Carter then clarified:
It remains true however that whereas a prediction based only on the weak
anthropic principle (as used by Dicke) can amount to a complete physical
explanation, on the other hand even an entirely rigorous prediction based on
the strong principle will not be completely satisfying from a physicist’s point
of view since the possibility will remain of finding a deeper underlying theory
explaining the relationships that have been predicted.136
Here Carter favors the weak principle, which essentially meant that one would expect
to find the universe compatible with existence and nothing more. Being the first to
publicly speak of the general scientific utility of human existence, Carter continued to
establish boundaries of where the anthropic principle could go. His last explanation
would venture furthest from conventional science, and despite his initial reticence,
would become a popular explanation among many supporters of the anthropic
principle.
Carter’s introduced this last section by saying, “It is of course always
philosophically possible—as a last resort, when no stronger physical argument is
available—to promote a prediction based on the strong anthropic principle to the
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status of an explanation by thinking in terms of a ‘world ensemble.’”137 Here he
meant an ensemble of universes, each characterized by a specific set of fundamental
parameters. In this case, only some universes would produce observers, and these
universes would necessarily possess certain qualities that might otherwise seem
capricious. Carter’s target for this explanation: the gravitational coupling constant.
Scientists from Eddington to Dicke had struggled to explain this weak constant.
Carter could explain it, although not in a way he preferred, by pointing out that if the
constant had been much different, then the universe would be filled with hot red stars
or cold blue stars and nothing in-between. Carter concluded, “This suggests a
conceivable world ensemble explanation of the weakness of the gravitational
constant.”138
It is conceivable Carter included this section as one possible way to
investigate the fuzzy possibilities of the world ensemble. It is generally agreed among
cosmologists that if there are multiple universes, there could be no way of jumping
out of this universe to learn the finer points of another universe. This could be
circumvented, however, if humans considered themselves to occupy one of the
universes which possessed the right combinations of fundamental constants which
produced life. By determining the likelihood of ‘fine-tuned’ properties (not Carter’s
terminology) like the gravitational coupling constant, it is conceivable that the
anthropic principle would give insight to the validity of what became known as the
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Many Worlds Hypothesis. Carter wanted to qualify these intentions, concluding by
saying:
Even though I would personally be happier with explanations of the values of
the fundamental coupling constants etc. based on a deeper mathematical
structure (in which they would no longer be fundamental but would be
derived), I think it is worthwhile in the meanwhile to make a systematic
exploration of the a priori limits that can be placed on these parameters (so
long as they remain fundamental) by the strong anthropic principle. If it were
to turn out that strict limits could always be obtained in this way, while
attempts to derive them from more fundamental mathematical structures
failed, this would be able to be construed as evidence that the world ensemble
philosophy should be taken seriously—even if one did not like it.139
Essentially, Carter invited cosmologists to entertain his idea to see how effective it
might be in producing useful information about the fundamental structure of the
cosmos. If it worked often, then modern scientists may have found in their law-like
patterns an underlying unity of the cosmos.
In summary, Carter’s anthropic principle argued that the existence of life—of
which he inadvertently picked the loaded word ‘anthropic’—could be used to point
out limitations of scientific theories and some restrictions on the fundamental
parameters of the universe. His difference between the two principles was a matter of
magnitude: from the weak principle’s assertion that man lived in a necessarily
privileged location, to the strong principle’s assertion that because man existed the
fundamental parameters of the universe must have been such to allow the observed
development of life. This difference would then be interpreted in a different way by
Barrow and Tipler, leading to the popular teleological anthropic principles.
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Conclusion
As noted in the chapter introduction, Barrow and Tipler made one of the more
contentious attributions to Carter’s principle when they said, “It is inevitable that
some would look at the existence of these features from another angle, one
reminiscent of the traditional ‘Design arguments’ that the Universe…”140 After
examining Carter’s principle, it should be fairly clear that he had no intention of
design. In 2006 Carter remarked, “Indeed the term “anthropic principle” has become
so popular that it has been borrowed to describe ideas (e.g. that the universe was
teleologically designed for our kind of life, which is what I would call a “finality
principle”) that are quite different from, and even contradictory with, what I
intended.”141 Clearly, Carter is talking about the Barrow and Tipler models here.
The anthropic principle originally developed as a reaction to the Copernican
principle and in response to the greater metascientific principles spoken of by SteadyState cosmologists. I would claim it is really just another form of a metascientific
principle, like Mach’s principle or the cosmological principle. As mentioned in the
introduction, a simple change in the syntax of Mach’s principle as described in Bondi
and Gold’s Steady-State paper, “Our observations of the universe depend on the
interactions between the rest of the universe and ourselves,” arrives at Carter’s
generalized anthropic principle: “What we can expect to observe must be restricted by
the conditions necessary for our presence as observers.” Looking at the history from
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Bondi to Dicke to Carter, it should be clear how they could use these principles to
make scientific claims where traditional methods failed. The next chapter presents an
entirely different strategy toward the history of the anthropic principle based on
Carter’s collegiate community.
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Chapter Three

A New Approach to the Development and Dissemination of the Anthropic
Principle
The first two chapters demonstrated the development of the anthropic
principle as being epiphenomenal to the rise of cosmology: its development drew
upon existing discussions of observation selection effects, the increased use of
particular metascientific principles, and their utility in analyzing the large number
coincidences. As an analysis of the causal relations between scientific ideas over
time, this approach would do justice to the anthropic principle’s traditional placement
within the realm of the history and philosophy of science. However, this methodology
cannot explain a very fundamental question posed at the beginning of this thesis: how
did the local scientific milieu affect the development of the anthropic principle? Or in
other words, to what degree did environmental factors like social networks, such as
friends and mentors, and institutional networks, such as Cambridge and the broader
discipline of cosmology, influence Brandon Carter? And how did they continue to be
influential after the introduction of the anthropic principle? This chapter will address
these questions and propose that a complete history of the anthropic principle needs
to consider these very interesting environmental factors.
This approach demands awareness that environmental factors are often
considered ‘subjective,’ which can be confused with discussions of scientific validity.
When speaking historically, this is an important distinction. Using the example of
Eddington’s selective subjectivism, he argued that the mind could only know what it
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had experienced. This did not mean, however, that his corpus of knowledge was
limited to chats with friends; it was also tempered by nights with telescopes and
mathematical equations. I want to form an historical approach to the anthropic
principle that includes these environmental and scientific considerations. In addition
to discussions over the large number coincidences, it is important to consider
Brandon Carter’s circle of colleagues and the important roles they played in the
formation and dissemination of the anthropic principle. This method naturally forms
two distinct periods in the development of the anthropic principle: first into Carter’s
model, then into the Barrow and Tipler model.
Andrew Warwick’s Masters of Theory best exemplifies this approach through
his analysis of the rise of mathematical physics in nineteenth and early twentieth
century Cambridge. Here he considers the development of knowledge through the
eyes of a student struggling with an academic discipline, particularly how they
approach difficult problems based on their educational background. Warwick’s
description of this methodology: “I also contend that how and by whom students were
taught is as important as what they were taught.”142 Extending this to the anthropic
principle, I will cover the known connections between Brandon Carter and a cadre of
prominent cosmologists who emerged from the tutorship of Dennis Sciama in the
1960s, and how they used a base of knowledge to formulate answers to very
perplexing cosmological questions.
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This approach then puts a focus on how and where a group can interact, in this
case, the setting of Cambridge University in the 1960s. Some historical accounts
would demand that a scientist interact with his peers in a laboratory setting, but this
poses somewhat of a problem for cosmologists—their laboratory is the universe.
Since an historical analysis of the interactions between all the inhabitants of the
universe is a bit beyond the scope of this paper, it will suffice to replace the
traditional laboratory setting with an investigation of the relations between colleagues
in the proximity of Cambridge University. This approach combats the “everywhere is
nowhere” account so familiar to the anthropic principle, in which an isolated Brandon
Carter makes his announcement that then becomes omnipresent for the use of
scientists.143
This framework then places the anthropic principle alongside a framework
utilized by Martin Rudwick. When he approached a debate between geologists over
the role of certain rocks in the English countryside, he explained his methodology like
this:
What [is] needed, for a fuller understanding of the processes by which
scientific knowledge is shaped, are empirical studies of science in the
making—whether in the past or the present is of lesser consequence—which
focus not on one individual scientist but on a specific problem that brought
together some group of individuals in an interacting network of exchange.144
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This characterizes the anthropic principle quite well, actually. When removed from
the narrow focus of the history of science and philosophy, the development of the
anthropic principle takes a new life. The ‘problems’ to be explained are the large
numbers, Dirac’s hypothesis of a time-dependent gravity, and Bondi and Gold’s
perfect cosmological principle. The people are Dennis Sciama’s students. The
network of exchange begins in Cambridge and continues through article publishing.
After Carter’s presentation, this network of relations becomes the most important
factor for the dissemination of the anthropic principle.
By placing importance on local influences, however, such an approach runs
the risk of “institutional solipsism.”145 In a history of Oxford physics, Robert Fox and
Graeme Gooday warned: “Analysis that touches insufficiently on contextual elements
on the national or international scale will necessarily be flawed, even with regard to a
university as apparently autonomous as Oxford.”146 This argument applies equally as
well to Cambridge, and is an issue for this paper. Modern histories of Cambridge are
scarce and rarely concerned with science. Perhaps more surprising is the paucity of
modern cosmological histories—while Helge Kragh’s books are celebrated
achievements, in many cases they are chronicles rather than analyses. The literature
of the history of cosmology has determined the salient events and who opposed who,
but historians have given little input to the interaction between cosmological ideas
among scientists and their influence on the discipline and the public realm. I will try
to counteract the dearth of secondary sources by utilizing the full spectrum of primary
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sources on contemporary cosmology—autobiographies, popular works, and scientific
articles.
Putting it into perspective, then, this chapter proposes what no other history of
the anthropic principle has yet tried: the elucidation of the social and cultural roles
active in the development and dissemination of the anthropic principle. Chapters one
and two argue that certain approaches to understanding the universe have a great
impact on the scientific development of the anthropic principle, namely Eddington’s
Fundamental Theory, Dirac’s large number hypothesis, and the work of Robert
Dicke. This chapter then argues that the development of the anthropic principle owes,
in part, its creation and dissemination to the existence of the Cambridge social
network.
I will begin this chapter with a broader view of the utility of cosmology and
its scientific explanations, which is a very influential environmental factor
surrounding the development of the anthropic principle. Cosmologists, in general,
have explanations geared toward a very different purpose than other scientists. The
following brief analysis of the utility of cosmology will nicely frame the later
discussion of Dennis Sciama and his students.

Cosmology and the Anthropic Principle: An Ordinary and Useful Relationship?
After World War II, aspiring scientists treaded through sweeping changes in
Cambridge University. The booming numbers of undergrads brought vitality to
scholastics and campus life, but also put a burden on educational finances. In one
account of Cambridge, Christopher Brooke thought the students solved this dilemma
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by virtue of their subculture, remarking that they “had long hair, ill-fitting, tattered
clothes, sang hideous songs and rarely washed. The student uprising—whether one
views it as a great surge of human idealism or a sordid outflow of human violence—
was a godsend to those who handled the country’s finances.”147 Regardless of
whether the hippies really caused a clamp-down on university funding, it marked a
time in the post-War period when pressure fell upon students to make their work
‘useful.’ This utility played an influential role in the idiosyncrasies common to
cosmologists and cosmology that formed a community conducive to the anthropic
principle.
Pressure to succeed forced many young scientists to view their profession as
necessarily privileged: if they did well enough, they might become the next Fred
Hoyle or Francis Crick. As summarized in an educational report:
Scientists, [students] believe, are educated in universities and go on, if they
are lucky, to ‘do research’: research is glamorous, ‘interesting,’ leads to
exciting new discoveries, is not really ‘work,’ and may well make one
famous. Technologists, on the other hand, have low social prestige, are less
intelligent and less well paid than scientists, and their work is often
‘boring.’148
This sentiment went far beyond a simple delineation of science and technology,
though.
In May 1959, Charles Pearce Snow, better known as C.P., spoke before the
Senate House at Cambridge on the gap he perceived between scientists and the larger
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literary tradition of Britain. A trained physicist and well-published science fiction
writer, he lamented the nation’s educational policy perpetuated by the Cambridge and
Oxford tradition:
Somehow we have set ourselves the task of producing a tiny elite—far smaller
proportionately than in any comparable country—educated in one academic
skill. For a hundred and fifty years in Cambridge it was mathematics: then it
was mathematics or classics: then natural science was allowed in. But still the
choice had to be a single one.149
In the 1960s, Snow asserted, the stereotypical British scientist possessed great
intelligence but was unaware of society at large—he could help the world with a head
full of knowledge if he just left the lab once in a while. This led, according to Snow,
to scientists reveling in their usefulness and quickly forgetting that literary
intellectuals, who did the ‘boring’ work and earned half as much in wages, dominated
the political sphere and controlled the scientists’ funding.150 Snow named these
estranged fields the “Two Cultures,” and called for renewed relations. I neither affirm
nor deny Snow’s thesis or its political ramifications, but instead use it to point out a
feature held in common with modern cosmology.
Modern cosmologists have been renowned for bridging the communicative
gap, what Snow calls the ‘Third Culture.’ Many cosmologists believe their study of
the grandeur of the cosmos translates to insight of the human condition. They slough
through the cultural gap predicted by Snow—one of fawning interest by some readers
and irreverence by others. For instance, Stephen Hawking’s A Brief History of Time,
often derided by his colleagues for its presentation of simplistic physics and
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astronomical conjecture, has sold millions of copies in many languages and is
considered a staple of popular physics.151 Its success rubbed off on Hawking’s earlier
technical work, The Large Scale Structure of Spacetime, which sold over 20,000
copies despite being “completely unreadable except by experts working in the field of
cosmology.”152 This is just one example of how cosmologists fashion lucid
expositions of their esoteric work for popular consumption.
Despite success in the third culture, in many ways cosmologists remain
distanced from the practical world. To make a comparison, Rachel Carson’s Silent
Spring helped ban DDT; to this date, however, there is no known movement to
protect the earth from black holes. Many cosmologists believe, however, that their
insight extends beyond cosmic dangers and into the very nature of existence.
Astrophysicist Paul Davies (a published supporter of the anthropic principle) deserves
to be quoted on this at length:
It’s difficult to disentangle the problem of the two cultures and the third
culture from the class and regional prejudices that pervade British society.
One of the distinctive features of British intellectual life is its dominance by
just two universities: Oxford and Cambridge. Most of the politicians and
members of the establishment—the civil service, the media, and the people
who control the media—are Oxford arts graduates. As a result, the public’s
perception of an intellectual is a graying, bespectacled gentleman who studies
Greek mythology, drinks sherry, and punts leisurely and contemplatively on
the river through the grounds of an ancient college. And with this perception
is accorded a status suggesting that it’s the art and literary intellectuals who
have a God-given monopoly on the great issues of existence.153
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His words are sufficient to point out that cosmology also grants rights to discuss
issues of existence. The work of cosmologists inspires curiosity by the sheer mystique
of its subject matter: the cosmos. Martin Rees, the current Astronomer Royal and
supporter of the anthropic principle, echoed this sentiment:
The public is always interested in fundamental questions of origins. Just as
they like dinosaurs, they’re interested in cosmology. It’s rather remarkable
that the subjects which interest the public most consistently are sometimes so
remote from everyday concerns. People who say that we have to make our
work ‘relevant’ to attract public interest are clearly on the wrong lines,
because nothing could be less relevant than dinosaurs and cosmology.154
Cosmology, then, resides in a peculiar niche of scientific professions: it is engrossing
yet by its nature superfluous to worldly matters. It is widely read yet often
misunderstood. And maybe most onerous, cosmologists become famous without
doing the ‘work’ of the technologists. Cosmology, then, should be considered a useful
science, albeit in a very different way than other sciences.
In 1965, philosopher John David North posed a question of great importance
to the field: “Is cosmology an ordinary science?”155 Perhaps this was inspired in part
by Dennis Sciama’s 1959 assertion, “Cosmology is a highly controversial subject
which contains little or no agreed body of doctrine.”156 North, however, disagreed,
and I will support his conclusion that cosmology is an ‘ordinary’ science, for it
follows the rules of the “scientific game;” the difference, however are “the concepts
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and the methods of handling [the rules] in some way mark out a subject which, at
least for the time being, tends to be separated from the rest of physics.”157 In other
words, there may not be an agreed ‘doctrine,’ but in making explanations, cosmology
follows a basic grammar and syntax common to scientists.
This begs another important question in regards to cosmology and
explanations like the anthropic principle: how would a cosmologist (or any theoretical
scientist for that matter) explain their ideas differently than other scientists? Firstly,
there is the basic tenet of an inductive scientific theory, as explained by Ian Barbour:
“The mere amassing of data or cataloging of facts does not produce a scientific
theory. But new concepts and abstract interpretive constructions do enable us to see
coherent patterns of relationship among the data.”158 These patterns connect nicely to
an explanation given by physicist Steven Weinberg (who has used the anthropic
principle in at least one instance159): “We explain a physical principle when we show
that it can be deduced from a more fundamental physical principle.”160 A scientific
principle is then formed from observations and causal connections coupled with
perceived relationships.
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Using this definition, cosmology then becomes an ideal field for the
emergence of the anthropic principle. As Eddington noted, the individual particles
that make up the universe are completely unobserved by the human mind, yet form
everything that is observable and perceptible. Sometimes scientists have to develop
theories that rely on undiscovered phenomena, like the Higgs boson and the graviton.
When thinking cosmologically, however, the question “why?” these particles exist
continuously appears. As Weinberg notes, “In some cases we can deduce something
without explaining it.”161 As an example of this, Martin Rees points to eclipses: they
could be predicted before they could be explained. Now they can be predicted far into
the future, but whether the sky will be cloudy or sunny remains unpredictable until
hours before the event.162 Combining it all, then, cosmologists believe that there are
necessary laws of the universe, many of which cannot be explained. Then, as Rees
points out, if some facet of the universe defies any explanation through current
naturalistic understanding, such as Carter’s large numbers or Barrow’s fine-tuned
properties, then “anthropic explanations will then be the best we can hope for, and
cosmology will in some respects resemble the science of evolutionary biology.”163
Cosmology, then, is an ordinary kind of science that uses extraordinary
explanations, which gives it an important place among all sciences. Cosmological
explanations are often scientifically useful, although rarely so in the utilitarian sense
of other explanations such as radioactivity, which has manifold practical uses ranging
from radioactive dating to treating cancer. This distinction between kinds of utility
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among scientific fields is doubly important: 1) it illustrates why the anthropic
principle is at home among cosmological explanations, and 2) it explains why the
current form of the anthropic principle did not show up in other disciplines. As Alan
Guth, founder of the inflationary model of the Big Bang, notes: “I’ve yet, for
example, to hear an anthropic principle of world history. Historians don’t talk in those
terms. They have more concrete things to say.”164 Regardless of whether historians
think the anthropic principle is concrete or not, they should acknowledge that many
prominent cosmologists are willing to support such an idea in the public and
professional realm.
To shift this distinction back to the 1960s and Dennis Sciama’s group,
however, demands a certain qualification: cosmology then was not the same as
cosmology now. It could be rightly said that Cambridge did not produce a true
cosmologist until the 1970s, as the basic infrastructure to do so barely existed—the
Department of Applied Mathematics and Theoretical Physics formed only in 1959,
and the Institute of Theoretical Astronomy in 1968. While it might be unfeasible to
say these men were trained cosmologists, the requirement to be classified as a
cosmologist from 1920-1970 seemed to be the possession of a scientifically informed
view of the cosmos. Martin Rees explained the distinction: “I would describe myself
as an astrophysicist and cosmologist in that order. An astrophysicist tried to
understand individual objects, like galaxies, quasars, stars, and their evolution,
whereas a cosmologist is concerned with the entire universe, not the contents of it. I
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try to span those two disciplines, which after all are very closely linked.”165 In some
cases the title of cosmologist was thrust unwillingly upon the recipient, as in the case
of mathematician Hermann Bondi: “I always detest being referred to as a
cosmologist. Though I got fame from that subject it was far from being the only field
in which I did research.”166 Despite these feelings, many scientists showed no qualms
about wearing any number of titles, as remembered by Jane Hawking, ex-wife of
Stephen Hawking:
The distinction between these various terms was never quite clear to me,
except that their identities seemed to change according to the titles of the
conferences: they would all become astrophysicists if the next conference was
a conference of the Astrophysical Union or relativist if it was a General
Relativity conference and so on.167
Among Sciama’s students, it could be said that the titles of astronomer,
mathematician, physicist, and cosmologist are interchangeable. It is with no intention
of malice or anachronism, then, that for simplicity this chapter uses the term
‘cosmologist,’ as I usually speak only of the scientist’s contributions to cosmology.

Cambridge Connections
Given this broad background, I will switch focus to very local setting of
Cambridge and the group of students around Dennis Sciama.168 Born on November
18, 1926, Sciama worked on solid state physics during the war. Afterwards, he
obtained all of his degrees from Cambridge, receiving his doctorate in 1953 after
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working on Mach’s principle and inertia under the supervision of Paul Dirac. Familiar
with relativity and cosmology, he often shared ideas with the Steady-State scientists
and supported their model throughout the 1950s. In the 1960s he did quite well for
himself: in addition to being named Lecturer in Mathematics at Cambridge in 1961
and presenting foundational work in the study of quasars and dark matter, he
mentored one of the most successful groups of cosmologists ever assembled: Martin
Rees, Stephen Hawking, George Ellis, and Brandon Carter.169
The success of this group is almost unparalleled in scientific history. It is
regretful that no scholar has even put forth consideration as to their collegiate
relationship, of which intricacies can be gleaned from their scientific and popular
papers and the many biographies of Hawking. Each scientist deserves a brief
introduction before continuing, and the specifics of their roles in disseminating the
anthropic principle will be covered in a later section.
Stephen Hawking is probably the most famous of the group. Granted the
Lucasian Professorship of Mathematics at Cambridge in 1980, he shares the honor
with other notables such as Isaac Newton, Charles Babbage, and Paul Dirac. His
affliction with amyotrophic lateral sclerosis has confined him to a wheelchair for the
majority of his adult life, and he has spent much of the last two decades popularizing
science. His early work, however, continues to influence modern cosmology. In the
mid-1960s, Sciama took his group of students to watch Hermann Bondi’s lectures in
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mathematics at University College, London, where Hawking met Roger Penrose, then
a student in mathematics at Birkbeck College, London. At the time, Penrose had
postulated that a very peculiar entity, a singularity, resided at the center of a black
hole. Hawking, struggling for Ph.D. topic at the time, had realized after one of these
meetings that Penrose’s singularity might apply to the beginning of the universe.
Much of his adult life has been spent advocating this solution, along with other
particulars about black holes.170 In respect to the anthropic principle, he had
published research using its logic twice before Carter even announced the principle,
and his major books A Brief History of Time and The Universe in a Nutshell both
contain repeated references.171
Martin Rees, the current Astronomer Royal and President of the Royal
Society, is arguably the most accomplished of the group. His early interest in
relativity put him alongside Sciama for influential papers on quasars and the cosmic
background radiation; in fact, of his first twenty published papers between 1966 and
1968, eleven are co-published with Sciama.172 He has long been associated with the
anthropic principle, and many (incorrectly) see him as its originator due to his popular
170
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1979 Nature article with Bernard Carr, “The Anthropic Principle and the Structure of
the Physical World.”173 Here, Rees and Carr point out many of the large number
coincidences and modes of explaining them. In some cases, they said, “The anthropic
explanation is the only candidate and the discovery of every extra anthropic
coincidence increases the post hoc evidence for it.”174 While this article will be
discussed later, it is worth pointing out now that Carr was Hawking’s student during
the very fertile period from 1972-1975 and that Sciama acted as his doctoral
examiner.175
George Ellis, a South African, has split his life between research and political
action against apartheid in his home country. His career began by looking at the same
singularities as Hawking. With him, Ellis co-authored The Large Scale Structure of
Spacetime in 1973, the obtusely difficult book that managed to sell over 20,000
copies in the wake of Hawking’s fame. In 2004, he received the Templeton Award for
his life work promoting the understanding of science and religion, a distinction he
shares with other scientists who have published in varying degrees on the anthropic
principle: John Barrow, Rev. John Polkinghorne, Freeman Dyson, and Paul Davies.176
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Ellis may be the member of the group least affiliated with the anthropic principle, as
his only known contribution is a presentation during a 1993 conference.177
Brandon Carter completed the Cambridge group. He spent his early career
working on stellar phenomena and black holes, which gave him a significant
familiarity with Dicke’s assertion that the hotness and coldness of stars had an impact
on the sustainability of life. His 1971 article, “Axisymmetric Black Hole Has Only
Two Degrees of Freedom,” worked with Hawking to prove the ‘no-hair’ theorem of
black holes: that when an object passes the event horizon, all information of its
structure is lost except for its mass, angular momentum, and electric charge.178
Currently working in France, Carter has distanced himself from the modern
discussion of the anthropic principle, noting the current definition has nothing to do
with his original definition. His version of the anthropic principle is involved in the
Doomsday argument, a philosophical matter that tries to predict human sustainability
in the face of natural and manmade disasters.179
The relevance of the Cambridge group to the discipline of cosmology and the
anthropic principle should be clear now, but one remaining student of Sciama’s
played the biggest role in the dissemination of the anthropic principle: John Barrow.
In 1970, Sciama moved to Oxford, taking the position of Senior Research Fellow.
Four years later, the undergraduate Barrow walked into his office and first learned
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about “the large scale regularity of the universe” and other factors “without making
special assumptions about initial conditions.”180 This started his career-long study of
the early universe, with over 400 articles published and almost 20 books to his name.
While he played no role in Carter’s formation of the principle, it is impossible to
ignore that the two most important figures affiliated with the anthropic principle had
the same mentor.
Now, without introducing a single bit of science, the historian can illustrate
this family tree: Arthur Eddington taught Paul Dirac who mentored Dennis Sciama.
While in school, Sciama met Bondi, Gold, and Hoyle and supported their ideas.
Sciama then mentored his famous group and took them to attend Bondi’s lectures.
Carter disliked portions of Bondi’s book, and argued against them by using the
anthropic principle. The next year Sciama began his relationship with John Barrow,
who then expanded upon the anthropic principle and essentially became its
spokesman. Viewing it this way, Warwick’s argument that the teacher matters more
than the subject sounds very compelling.
Sciama’s dedication to teaching amplified his significance among the group
considering the alternate mentoring candidates. In the Department of Applied
Mathematics and Theoretical Physics, students had the possibility of working with
some of the most renowned scientists in the world. Paul Dirac held the Lucasian
Chair at the time, but he was renowned for his taciturn demeanor. He referred to his
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wife Margit, the sister of Hungarian physicist Eugene Wigner, as “Wigner’s sister.”181
Or there was Fred Hoyle, the famed Steady-State theorist who could be heard on the
BBC ridiculing what he coined the “Big Bang” theory. When Hawking came to
Cambridge he wanted to study with Hoyle, and initially took it as great blow to learn
he was assigned to Sciama. Gradually it dawned on Hawking that Hoyle’s fame and
plane-hopping made him a poor mentor.182 While Sciama lacked the prestige of Dirac
or the glamour of Hoyle, he remained on the cutting edge of science and brought his
students along. His office, next-door to Hoyle’s, covered the walls with modern art
and scientific journals.183 When once approached by a desperate Douglas Gough, a
researcher for another professor involved in a major disagreement, Sciama remarked,
“I don’t know what the issues are, but if you feel sure of your case, stick to your guns;
and if you need support, I’ll give it to you.”184 Unlike his associates, Sciama garnered
a reputation as a good mentor both through his work and his demeanor.
This respect rings clearly among his students. Jane Hawking remembers:
For all his ebullience, Dennis Sciama selflessly promoted his students’ careers
rather than his own. His desire to understand the working of the universe was
more passionate than any personal ambition. By sending his students off to
conferences and meetings, whether in London or abroad, and by making them
scrutinize and report back on every relevant publication, he dramatically
increased his own fund of knowledge as well as theirs, and succeeded in
nurturing a generation of exceptional cosmologists, relativists, astrophysicists,
applied mathematicians and theoretical physicists.185
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It is with good reason the Hawkings remember Sciama so well, for he influenced
every aspect of Stephen’s career throughout the 1960s. Sciama introduced Hawking
to Penrose, a meeting which birthed a new age of cosmology. After Hawking’s
diagnosis of ALS in 1963, Sciama refused to let him slide through the Ph.D., instead
coaxing the Institute of Physics to pay for twice-weekly visits by a private
physiotherapist.186 When the new Institute of Astronomy opened in 1968, Sciama
teamed up with Bondi to get the young Hawking the necessary recommendations for
a position that paid enough to cover medical costs.187
It is needless to add more praise to Sciama—he cultivated students as well as
he cultivated knowledge. The question now remaining is how this group would be
conducive to the development of the anthropic principle. This explanation is sort of
roundabout, because the environmental factors influencing the Carter anthropic
principle are both scientific and social. Specifically, Sciama and his students were
involved in just about every major issue in cosmology throughout the 1960s—the
Steady-State theory, quasars, black holes, the Big Bang, et cetera. The influence of
this environment on Carter can be recreated through analyzing the group’s interaction
among the larger scientific community, so what follows is an account of how they
participated and reacted amongst themselves and the cosmological community
throughout the 1960s.
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Sciama’s first paper, “On the Origin of Inertia,” appeared in Monthly Notices
of the Royal Astronomical Society in 1953.188 Influenced by talks with Bondi and
Gold, it showed a middle-ground between their work and that of Hoyle. Mentioned
briefly during Robert Dicke’s section, and I will now discuss this document’s
importance.
Sciama argued that Mach’s principle was the only way to understand gravity
in a relativistic universe. As noted, Mach’s principle countered the Newtonian
absolute space by explaining inertia as an object’s motion influenced by all matter in
the universe. The problem, then, was explaining why Newton’s laws worked so well.
Sciama presented no clear solution, but instead separated the paper down into six
sections, each of them crafted to oppose various cosmological models. The
importance of this was two-fold: 1) Sciama purposefully ignored speaking of gravity
as an electromagnetic force or a scalar field (of which Dicke made these features the
backbone of his argument), and 2) Sciama limited cosmological models, which Dicke
and Carter would also do. This document, then, had no direct influence on the
development of the anthropic principle, but given the importance it played in Dicke’s
model and the style of explanation that would be mimicked in Carter’s model, it stood
as a foundational article in the scientific environment surrounding the anthropic
principle.
Sciama’s first popular book, The Unity of the Universe, appeared in 1959. Its
dedication thanked Bondi, Gold, and Hoyle. Juxtaposing the Big Bang and the Steady
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State theories, Sciama clearly favored the Steady State model. When considering the
origin of the universe, one glaring problem arose in the expanding models: the laws
of nature were a consequence of ‘accidental’ initial parameters.189 Steady-State theory
eliminated this problem because there was no beginning in which the universe
somehow figured out its own parameters. Furthermore, Steady-State agreed with the
definition of Mach’s principle that had already been discussed by Bondi, Gold, and
Sciama. For now the reader should note his reluctance of ‘accidental’ parameters, as I
must turn to a significant debate fueled by the potential realization of these
‘accidents’ and their relation on the development of the anthropic principle within
Sciama’s group.

Anthropic Explanations? Hoyle’s Triple Alpha Process and Sciama’s
Interpretation
Fred Hoyle was a scientific polyglot—he contributed influential work not only
to cosmology but also to exobiology and nuclear physics. In regards to this latter
category, he was most well-known for his work on nuclear synthesis with Geoffrey
and Margaret Burbridge and Willy Fowler in 1957 (famously called the B2FH paper).
This article outlined how elements were forged in stars and remains to this day one of
the most significant scientific publications in the twentieth century. It is with no
malice that I intend to avoid this famous paper in favor of Hoyle’s preceding work
with carbon-12, in which Hoyle demonstrated the narrowly constrained parameters
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required to make carbon in stars, and is often cited as influential in the development
of the anthropic principle.
In the early 1950s, Hoyle’s work showed that a very specific energy level, or
‘resonance,’ was required for the creation of carbon. Hoyle had predicted that carbon
must possess an energy level of 7.65 MeV (mega-electronvolts), but at the time no
known state of carbon had been recorded at that level. Following the Pauli Exclusion
Principle, nuclei only exist at specific energy levels and nowhere in-between. It has
been claimed that Hoyle, realizing the plentitude of carbon and its role as a building
block for the human body, argued there must be a resonance level of carbon at exactly
7.65 MeV. The resonance level of oxygen was only slightly higher, so if conditions
were not ideal, oxygen would trump carbon, and no life forms would exist. To jump
to the conclusion, it was discovered that in a collapsing star three helium nuclei—or
alpha particles—needed to crash into each other on an incredibly short timescale to
produce carbon. Some authors cite the discovery of the ‘triple-alpha’ process as a
result of the anthropic principle.
The authenticity of this statement is mired in the historiography, because
nowhere in the popular or technical literature does Hoyle make this claim; rather, it
seems to be in his personal notes. What makes this a particularly specious connection
is that he is inconsistently cited in the literature. Of two recent biographies written by
people familiar with Hoyle, Simon Mitton mentions nothing of this logic190, while
Jane Gregory asserts it without citation and later makes the anthropic principle
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reference.191 Hopefully the earlier chapters of this thesis made it clear that even if
Hoyle did use anthropic explanations, he did not use the ‘anthropic principle’ as it is
currently understood.
Perhaps most intriguingly, Barrow and Tipler litter the triple-alpha story with
words like “anthropic prediction” and “fine-tuning.” A sample of their exact words:
Hoyle realized that this remarkable chain of coincidences—the unusual
longevity of beryllium, the existence of an advantageous resonance level in
C12 and the non-existence of a disadvantageous level in O16—were necessary,
and remarkably fine-tuned, conditions for our own existences and indeed the
existence of any carbon based life in the universe.192
It is interesting, however, that although their book contains over a thousand footnotes,
they do not cite Hoyle as specifically saying these words. Instead, they make use of
some significant editing in citing another of Hoyle’s works published fifteen years
later as justification of his ‘fine-tuning’ with this example:
…we can exist only in the portions of the universe where these levels happen
to be correctly placed. In other places the level in O16 might be a little higher,
so that the addition of alpha-particles to C12 was highly-resonant. In such a
place…creatures like ourselves could not exist.193
Hoyle’s real words deserve to be quoted at length, because they show a slant toward a
form of the weak anthropic principle and do raise the question of fine-tuning:
I would like to refer back to my whimsical fantasies concerning the
binding of Be8, and the curious levels in the nuclei of C12 and O16. I began
what I regard as a fascinating topic of speculation, and then edged away from
it. Obviously, at the present time we have more than enough to do in order to
understand how the world works the way we find it. But I think one must have
at least a modicum of curiosity about the strange dimensionless numbers that
appear in physics, and on which, in the last analysis, the precise positioning of
the levels in a nucleus such as C12 or O16 must depend. Are these numbers
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immutable, like the atoms of the nineteenth century physicist? Could there be
a consistent physics with different values for the numbers?
There seem to be two lines of attack on questions such as these, the
first to demonstrate that the precise numerical values of the dimensionless
numbers are all entirely necessary to the logical consistency of physics. The
second point of view is that some, if not all, of the numbers in question are
fluctuations; that in other places of the universe their values would be
different. My inclination is to favor this second point of view, because certain
numerical coincidences have the aspect of fluctuations (e.g. the ratio of
electrical to gravitational forces is of the order of the square root of the
number of particles contained within a cube of side c/H. H, the Hubble
constant). On this second basis the curious placing of the levels in C12 and O16
need no longer have the appearance of astonishing accidents. It could simply
be that since creatures like ourselves depend on a balance between carbon and
oxygen, we can exist only in the portions of the universe where these levels
happen to be correctly placed. In other places the level in O16 might be a little
higher, so that the addition of alpha-particles to C12 was highly resonant. In
such a place oxygen would be overwhelmingly more abundant than carbon,
and creatures like ourselves could not exist.194
The question then becomes what Fred Hoyle meant when he said ‘astonishing
accident.’ Recall that in 1959, Sciama supported the Steady-State because it
eliminated the ‘accidental’ parameters of the Big Bang, which would probably be
better described in modern terminology as ‘arbitrary’ parameters. Steady-State
scientists believed that no current law of physics could remain stable when pushed
into the density of the big bang. Their repugnance with an ‘accidental’ law, then,
would be that in the big bang universe, the laws of physics somehow transcended the
different epochs of universe expansion. When Hoyle made his above statement in
1965, he still adhered to a form of Steady-State cosmology (the same book contained
two chapters on it). If, then, he is using ‘no longer an astonishing accident’ in
Sciama’s sense of the word, then he would be saying that the resonance parameters
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are just a given, like all other Steady-State parameters. If he is using ‘accident’ in the
sense of a Big Bang cosmology, then he would be implying ‘fine-tuning’ as asserted
by Barrow and Tipler.
While it may seem a matter of semantics, this issue over Hoyle’s fine-tuning
is, in my opinion, very important to the scientific environment surrounding the
anthropic principle. Given the importance of Hoyle’s work and the ‘retrodiction’ of
Barrow and Tipler, this issue has proven thorny for many histories. Hoyle is
obviously using an anthropic explanation, although due to his adherence to the
Steady-State cosmology (which includes the Copernican principle), it is naturally
contrary to Carter’s anthropic principle. The way to analyze Hoyle’s influence on
Sciama’s group, then, is to make a quick analysis of how the literature reacted to
Hoyle’s triple-alpha process.
The simplest answer on the outset is that Sciama and Bondi talk around the
fine-tuning issues, and Carter just has no interest. In Carter’s paper, the three most
influential citations he makes are to Bondi’s Cosmology book, to Dicke’s 1961 letter
against Dirac, and to Sciama’s 1953 On the Origin of Inertia. There is no discussion
of Hoyle. Most likely, a hypothetical 1973 Carter would explain any apparent ‘finetuning’ through a familiar passage in his presentation: “That far from being evidence
in favor of the exotic theories these coincidences should rather be considered as
confirming ‘conventional’ (General Relativistic Big Bang) physics and cosmology
which could in principle have been used to predict them all in advance of their
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observation.”195 By his work, Carter seems to be unimpressed with any argument of
fine-tuning.
Bondi brushes off Hoyle in his book Cosmology. His words exactly:
In the course of constructing his theory, Hoyle was forced to postulate the
exact value of a previously ill-determined nuclear energy level in C12 which has since
been verified experimentally.
Since it has also been shown that any hot dense early stage of the universe
could not have left us any nuclei heavier than helium, the origin of such nuclei is no
longer a question of cosmology. 196
Not much can be determined from Bondi’s words, but it seems unlikely he would
support ‘fine-tuned’ evidence.
Sciama’s response, however, is very significant. No historian has pointed out
how Sciama writes on “The Formation of the Elements” in The Unity of the Universe,
where he says this:
We have still to see whether more detailed properties of the universe—such as
the existence of planets or of life—are also inevitable consequences of the
laws of nature. And if they are inevitable we must then accept the ultimate
challenge: to show that we ourselves are not some haphazard outcome of the
by-play of cosmic forces. For surely we are no more accidental than the matter
we are made of.197
This can be rephrased like this: if the laws of nature, which are not accidental,
inevitably lead to the development of life, then the development of life is not
accidental. This certainly sounds like an anthropic explanation, but again, Sciama
says nothing of ‘fine-tuned’ results.
As warned, this discussion has been roundabout, but here is the point: Carter’s
own mentor and colleagues had been entertaining their own anthropic explanations in
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the 1950s. Unlike the Dicke and Dirac scene, there is no overt critique between
Sciama, Bondi, or Hoyle, but there is manifest musing over the utility of such
explanations. Clearly, they are not using these arguments in the same way Carter or
Barrow and Tipler would, but it is important to note the presence of the idea among
Sciama’s group.
Expanding beyond this discussion of interpretation, Hoyle left a tantalizing
explanation as to the appeal of anthropic explanations. Regardless of whether Hoyle’s
colleagues entertained fine-tuning in the 1950s, Hoyle might have supported a form
of fine-tuning. Going beyond the scientific literature, in 1965, Hoyle contributed a
book to the Credo series on his personal beliefs. Tucked away on the last page, Hoyle
wrote this passage:
Suppose we conceive that such dimensionless quantities as the fine-structure
constant—which governs the emission and absorption of electromagnetic
radiation by matter, and which controls all chemical properties—could be
changed either in different parts of the Universe or at different times. Then the
microscopic behavior of matter could be widely different. Living creatures,
for example, obeying quite different systems of chemistry would now become
a possibility. 198
This very revealing passage showed Hoyle’s ponderings on a universe with different
physical properties—slight changes would result in different life forms, but he had no
intimation of design. On this last page, Hoyle admitted he had been losing interest in
the Steady-State theory but continued to support it because of its guarantee of the
isotropy of the laws of physics. If these number coincidences were true, however,
then they uprooted the Steady-State theory and gave credence to a Big Bang universe.
He closed the book with these prescient words:
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As I have already hinted, today I am more hopeful and feel that in the next ten
years we may witness a real breakthrough in the relation between cosmology
and physics. After spending so much time and effort on the Steady-State
theory I am naturally reluctant to let it go; but the wider possibilities presented
by these new ideas [dimensionless numbers] may ultimately prove much more
rewarding.199
Is it a coincidence, then, that Sciama and his students pursued so fervently the
relativistic Big Bang model and anthropic coincidences concomitantly? This is the
question I will approach in the next section.
So now, without introducing Dicke, the historian can see these anthropic
explanations circulating among Sciama and his colleagues. Of course, being affiliated
with Dirac, they would have been familiar with Dicke’s work. There is no smoking
gun as to where Carter got the idea (just like none of the Steady-State theorists agreed
how they got their idea), but now there are two potential avenues: Dicke and Hoyle.
Referring back to chapter two, Carter mentioned he had been thinking along
anthropic lines before meeting Dicke in the late-1960s. The historian cannot ignore,
then, that Carter’s mentor had also been thinking about this topic along with Hoyle.
For now, the most concrete evidence the historian can make is that the social network
surrounding the scientific environment first transported these ideas to Carter.

The Overhaul of the Universe: The Anthropic Principle and the New Cosmology
Roughly speaking, the period from the early 1960s until the mid-1970s has
been called the “Renaissance” or “Golden Age” of cosmology, particularly when
Sciama’s students speak of it. Sciama involved his students in every cutting-edge
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field, from quasars to the singularity at the beginning of time. During this period, the
literature reveals that Carter had been talking about the anthropic principle as early as
1968 and that it fascinated his friends. What follows is a short discussion of Sciama’s
students and their contributions to research over the 1960s, and how Carter found an
outlet for his ideas in Stephen Hawking.
This ‘renaissance’ in cosmology began, at least in respect to Sciama’s group,
in 1961 when he began research that unintentionally undermined the Steady-State
system he had supported so thoroughly in the 1950s. With the development of more
advanced radio telescopes, astronomers discovered very loud radio emissions coming
from the heavens. Some of these “radio sources” were discovered to be stars, but
many of the more powerful sources could not be visually identified by telescopes—
they could only be ‘heard’ by radio telescopes. The sources then became “quasistellar radio sources,” known better now as its abbreviation “quasar.” When Sciama
acquired Rees as his student in 1966, they published at least four articles on quasars
together among many more on inhomogeneities in the universe. By the end of the
1960s, it had been determined that quasars exist only at distances of billions of light
years, meaning that they only existed at the beginning of time. For the Steady-State to
be true, quasars would need to be evenly distributed among the cosmos. Not being the
case, Sciama switched teams and adopted the Big Bang model of the universe.
Bernard Carr remembered his first meeting of Sciama in 1968: “I well recall that he
was ‘wearing sackcloth and ashes’ as a result of his previous endorsement of SteadyState theory. This made a great impression on me and was an important factor in my
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later choosing to do research in Big Bang cosmology.”200 Sciama received much
respect for acknowledging the evidence, particularly compared to Hoyle, who
changed the Steady-State around for it to work with observations. After this switch,
Sciama encouraged his students to work with the Big Bang model.
This decision was influential on Hawking, Ellis, and Carter. There were many
other fields the students in which the students contributed, but their work on black
holes, singularities, and isotropy influenced the anthropic principle the most. This was
also the time when Hawking’s body slowly weakened. He needed more and more
help, but refused to be considered a victim of his disease. He developed a very close
relationship to Carter at this time, and it is to this connection that I now turn.
Between Hawking and Carter, research was more than locking themselves
into an office (although that did happen a lot)—their families knew each other quite
well. With their husbands busy (and talking scientific jargon), Lucette Carter and Jane
Hawking found a kinship in Proust and taking the kids for walks. The males attended
mathematical lectures together and worked on the no-hair theorem together. At the
opening of the Institute of Astronomy in 1968, they shared the same desk. Within
their years of collegiality, one day in particular is most interesting.
Sometime in late 1967 or early 1968, Stephen Hawking attended a graduate
lecture with his wife. Jane was very slowly attaining her Ph.D. in medieval literature
while caring for Stephen and their young child. One night, the topic of medieval
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cosmology arose in her seminar and she invited Stephen and his colleague Nigel
Weiss along. After discussion, “The two scientists were forced to concede that the
thinking of the twelfth-century philosophers, Thierry of Chartres, Alan of Lille and,
in the thirteenth century Robert Grosseteste and Roger Bacon among many others,
was extraordinarily far-sighted, accurate and perceptive.”201 It is true that the
anthropic principle resonates like a medieval cosmology, and perhaps this is why it is
important to draw a connection between Stephen’s seminar attendance and Brandon
Carter’s 1968 manuscript, “Large Numbers in Astrophysics and Cosmology.”202
Jane Hawking recalls of their connection on the anthropic principle:
This was one of those subjects on which, during that period at the end of the
1960s and the early 1970s, Stephen spent long hours of concentrated argument
with Brandon Cater, usually on Saturday afternoons when we drove out of
Cambridge to the pastoral bliss of the country cottage which Brandon and his
Belgian wide, Lucette, had been renovating since their recent marriage.
Lucette and I would take [the Hawking’s son] for long walks across the fields,
converse in French about our favorite authors, painters, and composers,
prepare tea and supper, and still Brandon and Stephen would be engaged in an
intellectual contest over the fine detail of the principle which neither was
prepared to concede.203
Jane thought the anthropic principle sounded a lot like the Ptolemaic system,
and while it is unknown whether Stephen would find a similar connection, she saw
that her husband and Brandon were speaking of the medieval concepts of binding the
existence of God to the persistence of the universe. However, and this is a key point
in downplaying design arguments among Hawking and Carter, Jane described that
these “intellectual heirs” of the medieval cosmologists “seemed intent on distancing
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science as far as possible from religion and on excluding God from any role in
Creation.”204 She then noted on their reductionism of cosmological questions to
simple equations:
In the face of such dogmatically rational arguments, there was no point in
raising questions of spirituality and religious faith, of the soul and of a God
who was prepared to suffer for the sake of humanity—questions which ran
completely counter to the selfish reality of genetic theory. Questions of
morality, conscience, appreciation of the arts, were best kept out of the arena
lest they too were to become victims of the positivist approach. Since I did not
have the mathematical language at my disposal, I was powerless to defend
such concepts in the only terms that were acceptable to my debating
adversaries and was therefore obliged to keep my own counsel, seeking to
satisfy my own spiritual needs as best I could.205
This is a telling passage: on the surface it shows Jane’s extreme frustration in her
husband’s denial of her medieval expertise. While Jane was not a devout Christian at
the time, she felt that her own husband would listen to these remarkably similar
design arguments possessed by medieval theologians. In denying Jane this basic
entrance to the discourse, it shows how at least Hawking (and probably, by
implication, Carter) cared nothing at the time for design arguments.
The connection between Hawking and Carter and the anthropic principle
should be getting clearer. Carter’s manuscript was very influential among his
colleagues, being oft-cited by Rees and Hawking. As pointed out in chapter two and
this chapter, Hawking made use of the anthropic principle twice before Carter had
even introduced it. The last remaining step between the 1968 and 1973 requires a step
outside of the Sciama group, back to Robert Dicke.
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In February 1969, Robert Dicke presented at the Jayne lectures over the three
day meeting of the American Philosophical Society. Since his refutation of Dirac
almost a decade ago, he had been involved in studying the cosmic microwave
background radiation, and had been asked to present his ideas on relativity before the
collected audience. His presentation was probably overly technical, given his
audience of philosophers instead of physicists, but nonetheless he was delighted to be
invited. A tantalizing little problem lodged within his third day’s discussion
forecasted an important cosmological problem. Speaking of the Big Bang, he asked:
“How did the initial explosion become started with such precision, the outward radial
motion became so finely adjusted as to enable the various parts of the universe to fly
apart wile continuously slowing in the rate of expansion?”206 This is now known as
the ‘flatness problem’ in the Big Bang model.
At the time, Dicke presented the problem like this: “There seems to be no
fundamental theoretical reason for such a fine balance. If the fireball had expanded
only .1 per cent faster, the present rate of expansion would have been 3x103 times as
great. Had the initial expansion rate been .1 per cent less and the Universe would
have expanded to only 3x10-6 of its present radius before collapsing.”207 The result if
the explosion had been slightly different: “No stars could have formed in such a
universe, for it would not have existed long enough to form stars.”208 By 1979, Dicke
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had constrained this .1 down to 1 part in 1014.209 Currently, it is believed the universe
had to expand at a certain rate with the precision of 1 part in 1060 for stars and
galaxies to form.210 I should make two points now: 1) as the determined precision of
the universe’s expansion is much narrower now than thirty years ago, the flatness
problem stands out much more now than it did in 1969, and 2) most scientists were
not aware of the flatness problem until Dicke’s 1979 paper.211
Stephen Hawking, however, was aware of the flatness problem back in 1967,
and it became very influential in the development of the anthropic principle.212 When
Dicke had been asked if the anthropic principle played a role in his realization of the
flatness problem, he said:
No. At the time I wrote these notes [the Jayne Lectures of 1969], I doubt it.
The anthropic explanation had been used earlier, in connection with the Dirac
argument about the gravitational constant. But I don’t think I was thinking of
it in this relation. I had the feeling that this [the close balance of gravitational
and kinetic energy] implied the universe was very nearly flat for a good
physical reason.213
Hawking remembers, however, that Carter saw this problem in a different light in the
manuscript he circulated among friends: “At that time, the only explanation seemed
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to be the anthropic principle. Brandon Carter discussed it in an unpublished paper in
about 1970.”214 The flatness problem, then, gave birth to the anthropic principle.
Hawking’s paper, “Why is the Universe Isotropic,” has been mentioned
before, but given the background of cosmology in the 1960s and the relationship
between Carter and Hawking and the rest of Sciama’s group, it is much clearer why
Hawking pursued such an explanation. After introducing the precision of isotropy
present in the universe (the term ‘flatness problem’ did not come around until 1981),
Hawking says this:
We shall now put forward an idea which offers a possible way out of this
difficulty. This idea is based on the discovery that homogeneous cosmological
models do in general tend toward isotropy if they have exactly the escape
velocity. Of course, such ‘parabolic’ homogeneous models form a set of
measure zero among all homogeneous models. However, we can justify their
consideration by adopting a philosophy which has been suggested by Dicke
(1961) and Carter (1968). In this approach one postulated that there is not one
universe but a whole infinite ensemble of universes with all possible initial
conditions….The existence of galaxies would seem to be a necessary
precondition for the development of any form of intelligent life. Thus there
will be life only in those universes which tend toward isotropy at large times.
The fact that we have observed the universe to be isotropic is therefore only a
consequence of our own existence.215
Several months later, Carter proposed the anthropic principle. The idea, so to say, was
out there for scientific consumption. The task now is to see how the idea left its local
Cambridge group to meet a wider audience.
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The Dissemination of the Anthropic Principle
The anthropic principle was not an immediate success. Actually, hardly
anybody noticed at first. Immediately following his presentation at the Copernicus
symposium, Carter fielded only one question—an attendee wondering why he
thought anything in the universe need be constant.216 Carter would say nothing more
until a meeting on the Constants of Physics in 1983. There can be no more telling fact
that the anthropic principle changed dramatically over the decade than Carter’s own
words at the meeting: “If I had guessed the term ‘anthropic principle’ would come to
be so widely adopted I would have been more careful in my original choice of words.
The imperfection of this now standard terminology is that it conveys the suggestion
that the principle applies only to mankind.”217 This section briefly discusses the major
works that propagated and altered the anthropic principle throughout the 1970s and
1980s.
Because Carter did not act on the anthropic principle in the 1970s, the Sciama
connections became manifestly important to the survival of the principle, seen most
explicitly in the work of the Martin Rees. His career had been going quite well since
the quasar work with Sciama, having been named the Plumian Professor in 1973.
Rees, too, had been privy to the discussions surrounding the anthropic principle in its
early years. He recalls the subject came up in a mathematics lecture he attended with
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Carter in 1965.218 In 1972, Rees submitted some comments on the large number
coincidences using a preprint of Hawking’s isotropy article and Carter’s unpublished
manuscript. At the conclusion he remarked, “To ascribe fundamental significance to
these crude coincidences is probably pushing numerology too far!....They merely
indicate that the fact that various ‘coincidences’ and inequalities are fulfilled need
occasion no surprise in a ‘cognizable’ universe.”219 He then echoed this sentiment in a
1975 textbook, Black Holes, Gravitational Waves, and Cosmology: An Introduction
to Current Research.220 1979 brought his most well-known contribution to the
anthropic principle, “The Anthropic Principle and the Structure of the Physical
World,” co-published with Bernard Carr.
If any document can be considered the ‘transition’ phase from Carter’s
principle to Barrow and Tipler’s principle, it would be Rees and Carr’s document.
While the authors do put an emphasis on fine-tuning, it is in a limited sense and most
definitely not teleological. Rees and Carr’s document can be a bit misleading because
it is organized to see whether the anthropic principle can solve some of the large
number coincidences, but in presenting so many ‘fine-tuned’ equations the authors
convey a different message. In big letters on the first page, their abstract concludes
like this: “But several aspects of our universe—some of which seem to be
prerequisites for the evolution of any form of life—depend rather delicately on
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apparent ‘coincidences’ among physical constants.”221 They then list all the
heretofore discussed large number coincidences, from Dirac to Dicke to Hoyle’s
triple-alpha resonance. Their point, however, is hidden in the conclusion.
Rees and Carr point out the anthropic principle is “unsatisfactory” in three
respects: 1) it does not predict any feature of the universe; 2) it is “unduly”
anthropocentric, or that another form of life might live in a different universe; 3) it
does not explain the exact values of the large numbers, only their magnitude.222
However, the anthropic principle did go so far as to merit some degree of explanatory
power for the large numbers, particularly in the case of a universe ensemble. But,
they say, “These arguments go a little way towards giving the anthropic principle the
status of a physical theory but only a little: it may never aspire to being much more
than a philosophical curiosity.”223 Essentially, Rees and Carr find the anthropic
principle an intriguing way to frame some of the large number coincidences, but an
idea that would probably be overturned with the development of more advanced
theories.
An interesting exception to the Sciama group in the propagation of the
anthropic principle came in 1982-1983, with Paul Davies’ The Accidental Universe
and God and the New Physics. A student at University College, London working on
black holes at the same time as Hawking and Penrose, Davies would probably have
been familiar with the anthropic principle as it came into being. His first articles on
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the subject, however, did not appear until 1981, while working in the School of
Physics at the University of Newcastle upon Tyne.224
The Accidental Universe is an interesting case, as Davies’s work focuses very
much on fine-tuning and the anthropic principle. He states in his preface: “I am
especially indebted to Dr. Bernard Carr and Professor Martin Rees, on whose review
article much of this book is based. I have received many helpful comments and
suggestions from these authors, as well as from Dr. John Barrow, Dr. Frank Tipler,
and Dr. John Leslie.”225 Having established that Rees and Carr do not speak of
teleology while Barrow and Tipler do (at this time they were still in the preprint
process of their book), Paul Davies acts as an interesting transition in this integration
of teleology, fine-tuning, and the anthropic principle. In The Accidental Universe, he
writes:
Normally ‘the observer’ is discounted in consideration of physical science.
We are here, it is usually assumed, just ‘for the ride.’ Some scientists have
challenged this traditional assumption, declaring that the structure of the
physical world is inseparable from the inhabitants that observe it, in a very
fundamental sense. They argue that there does indeed exist a guiding principle
which works to fine-tune the cosmos to incredible accuracy. It is not a
physical principle, however, but an anthropic principle.226
Davies is then the figure—whether he intended to or not—that introduced teleology
into the anthropic principle. The last step in the process of disseminating the
anthropic principle has been mentioned at length already: The Anthropic
Cosmological Principle.
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As stated, John Barrow met Dennis Sciama in 1974 and immediately took up
an interest in the narrowly constrained parameters that interested Sciama’s Cambridge
students. At this first meeting, Barrow learned of the flatness problem (well ahead of
many other cosmologists).227 Barrow’s first two articles would be on the synthesis of
light elements, which although they lacked any references to fine-tuning, are located
in a field well-known for its relationship to the anthropic principle.228 His
contribution to The Anthropic Cosmological Principle was a long way in coming: he
published its fourth chapter under the title “The Lore of Large Numbers: Some
Historical Background to the Anthropic Principle” in 1981229, and marked his
territory in 1983 with his article “Anthropic Definitions.”230 Given the definitions he
used with Tipler in 1986, it seemed that his 1983 definitions needed a lot of clearing
up. This was his early version of the weak anthropic principle:
The observed values of physical variables are not arbitrary but take on values
V(x,t) restricted by the spatial requirement that x g L, where L is the set of
sites able to sustain life; and by the temporal constraint that t is bounded by
the time scales for biological and cosmological evolution of living organisms
and life-supporting environment.231
Obviously he did not like this definition, as changed dramatically in its final
publication. Similarly, the strong anthropic principle was in a very nascent form:
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The Universe must contain life. An equivalent statement would be that the
constants and laws of Nature must be such that life can exist.232
As noted, the more finalized forms appeared in The Anthropic Cosmological
Principle. Their appearance, however, was accompanied by a brand new history—
one that included design arguments and portrayed science as teleological. The
anthropic principle was no longer supposed to point out flawed cosmological models,
but to point out the ‘just-right’ universe that humans inhabited.
From Carter to Barrow, the anthropic principle ran through a social network
and came out an entirely different principle. As early as 1983, Carter lamented his
choice of words, and this echoed more strongly by 1993. In the first ever official
conference held on the anthropic principle (which included presentations by Barrow,
Carter, Ellis, Sciama, and Hoyle among others), Carter quietly added this comment to
the published text:
Other writers referred to in the comprehensive treatise of Barrow and Tipler,
have in recent years made further clarification necessary by extending the
‘anthropic’ nomenclature to concepts such as ‘anthropic finality’ whose
teleological nature is, as John Leslie has emphasized, quite contrary to the
conventionally ‘scientific,’ spirit of the anthropic (ex post facto selection)
principle as I intended it to be understood.233
The anthropic principle had been reborn in a new teleological fashion, thanks to the
same social network surrounding Dennis Sciama that helped bring the initial idea to
light.
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Conclusion
It would be helpful to summarize the differences between Carter and Barrow
and Tipler with a table:
Anthropic Issues

Carter

Barrow and Tipler

Date Introduced:

Private-1968
Public-1973
“We must be prepared to
take account of the fact
that our location in the
universe is necessarily
privileged to the extent of
being compatible with our
existence as observers.”

Definitions: 1983
TACP: 1986

WAP Definition:

SAP Definition:

Support Fine-Tuning?

Support Design/Teleology?

“The Universe (and hence the
fundamental parameters on
which it depends) must be such
as to admit the creation of
observers within it at some
stage.”
Probably not: “That far from
being evidence in favor of the
exotic theories these
coincidences should rather be
considered as confirming
‘conventional’ (General
Relativistic Big Bang) physics
and cosmology which could in
principle have been used to
predict them all in advance of
their observation.”

Nothing said.

“The observed values of all
physical and cosmological
quantities are not equally
probable but they take on values
restricted by the requirement
that there exist sites where
carbon based life can evolve
and by the requirement that the
universe be old enough for it to
have already done so.”
“The Universe must have those
properties which allow life to
develop within it at some stage
in its history.”
Yes: “…arbitrarily chosen
initial conditions at the Big
Bang do not necessarily evolve
to produce a universe looking
like the one we observe…We
would like to know if the subset
of initial conditions that does
produce universes like our own
has a significant intersection
with the subset that allows the
eventual evolution of life.
Yes. “…it is important to
present it in its true historical
perspective in relation to the
plethora of Design Arguments
beloved of philosophers,
scientists and theologians in
past centuries and which still
permeate the popular mind…”

When juxtaposed, the principles are clearly worlds apart. This chapter has tried to
recreate the environmental factors, namely the relations of scientists to Dennis
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Sciama, that played a role in the development of the anthropic principle. By this
approach, it can be pinpointed how Sciama interacted in the general scene of
cosmology and picked up anthropic arguments from Hoyle. By social interaction, this
method of explanation seeped into Sciama’s students, who were doing research on
ideal fields to help them make anthropic arguments. Carter had a group of friends to
which he could communicate his ideas, and this group continued the anthropic
principle throughout the 1970s. As it passed through their hands, the anthropic
principle changed bit by bit, and in 1986, it had become an entirely new idea in the
hands of John Barrow and Frank Tipler.
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Conclusion
For whatever reason, the anthropic principle has been left largely abandoned
by historians. As noted earlier, the anthropic principle has propelled the careers of
many modern cosmologists, and of particular interest are the many adherents of the
teleological anthropic principle that have won the Templeton Prize, most notably
John Barrow and Paul Davies. A quick search of the preprint archive at Cornell
(arXiv.org) reveals a flourishing discussion on the subject, with over thirty papers
discussing the anthropic principle and its variants since 2005. Yet despite this
discourse, the literature remains confused on just what an anthropic principle is or
who came up with it. As to what it is, I leave that to the philosophers. As to who came
up with it, I have clearly sided with Brandon Carter as the first instance, with Barrow
and Tipler responsible for a second creation.
This paper ends with Barrow and Tipler because a similar analysis of their
anthropic principle would require another thesis. If anything, I have tried to remain
neutral on the utility of all principles, saying at most that scientists find them useful.
However, much of my historical approach has been purposely contrary to that of
Barrow and Tipler. Whiggish approaches can be helpful in comprehending historical
accounts, but as I have shown in many places, Barrow and Tipler take this beyond
description to the blatant rewriting of history. This only hurts the current discussion
of the anthropic principle, and such confusion may damage scientific understanding.
Historians need to approach modern science much more confidently. In the
introduction to Modern Cosmology in Retrospect—an historical account of
cosmology as remembered at a meeting by the scientists involved—the editors call
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out historians. In their opinion, historians distrust the accounts of scientists, are too
slow and rigid in their approach, and fear the technicality of modern science.234
Scientists, they feel, can also do the categorizing and organizing that historians find
themselves so specially enabled to handle. Some of the scientists at the meeting who
tried their hand at history failed miserably. Following Hermann Bondi’s presentation
on cosmology from 1945-1952, historian J.D. North raised his hand and reminded
those in attendance,
I feel rather ashamed to make such a trivial observation after such a splendid
lecture, but my point is simply that cosmology is not only created by the
interaction between the cosmologist and the universe, but by the interaction
between cosmologists and other cosmologists. This is really a warning to
historians who might consider that because an idea was published, therefore it
was somehow public domain, and so must have influenced people. I was
reminded of this during the morning session, for many of the wonderful ideas
then brought to light had not, in their day, been particularly influential.235
Immediately following Bondi, Fred Hoyle took the stage and gave an entirely
different account of the origins of the Steady-State theory. It is the job of the historian
to step-in and mediate these disagreements. If we are to believe Bondi, the inspiration
underlying the Steady-State was the disagreement among an expanding universe and
the isotropy of the laws of physics; if we are to believe Hoyle, the Steady-State was
inspired by the horror film Dead of Night. If Hoyle is correct, then historians of
science should really start looking more into film history.
Given that the anthropic principle continues to thrive in modern cosmological
explanations, it is imperative that historians, philosophers, and scientists alike
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recognize the many forms floating around. An historical approach helps achieve this
goal. Historians, and scholars in general, need to recognize that different minds
understand ideas in different ways. Perhaps the best way to end this thesis is to cite
one who has been so influential in its making, Martin Rees:
And when ruminating on the anthropic principle, the universe, and the place
of planet earth in it, one’s attitude depends very much on whether one thinks
that there is something unique in the laws of nature, whether there is going to
be a unified theory, which is going to tell us that the constants could not be
otherwise. Or, alternatively, could there have been a universe or different parts
of our universe beyond our present horizon where things were different? That
question, whose answer will have to await further developments in physics, is
going to make a difference in one’s attitude to the anthropic principle.236
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